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LA CUEVA MAN

IS

SNOW
ALL EFFORTS TO FIND DIONICIO
SANCHEZ, DEAD
OR ALIVE,
HAVE FAILED

LAST SEEN SATURDAY
COMPANY

WITH

FREIGHTERS WAS ON
WAY TO HIS HOME
GOT OUT TO TALK

NIGHT
OTHER
HI8

TO HERDER

THE TEAM WENT OFF AND LEFT
HIM AND HE WA8 UNABLE TO
FIND HI8 WAY

consultation and decided it would be
the safer plan to pitch camp, which
they did, all but Romero spending the
night under the tarpaulins of their
Romero pushed onward towagons.
ward Guadaluplta.
While on this part of his Journey
Romero was destined to save another
life. He was astounded to meet a
little child walking and stumbling
along the highway. The child was
nearly frozen and was crying bitter
Komero gathered the little one
iy.
to his bosom and whispered words
of comfort. The child said he was
on his way to the home of a nearby
relative and had become lost in the
snow. Romero took th child to Sa- pello where he spent the night The
next day the hoy was returned to his
parents.
Sanchez was well known in Las! Vegas as he made frequent trips here for
merchandise. He was still a young
man and his untimely death is regretted by a large number of friends.

29,

RIOTS
TODAY IN CONGRESS.

IN THE SNEED

THEM

MAJORITY
VOTE

JUDGE

DELIB-

ALLOWS

TO BE EXCUSED

FAVOR DEFENDANT

STOOD SEVEN FOR ACQUITFOR CONVICTION OF MAN

TAL AND FIVE

CASE IS AN INTERESTING

ONE

BELIEVED THAT BOYCE

BANKER

HAD

PREVAIL

House:

UNITED

TO

Relatives and friends of Dioniclo
Ft.
Tex., Feb. 29. Standing
TWO CIGAR CHECKS seven Worth,
for acquittal and five for con
Sanchez to the number of 40 are
viction, the jury which tried John
searching the country adjacent to the
Buall Sneed for the murder of Captain
Junction of the La Cueva and San DELIBERATE MURDER OF A NEA. G, Boyce, the aged cattle king, was
Ignacio roads in an effort to locate
GRO BY A BLACKSMITH IN
discharged today. Sneed a wealthy
the man's body.
It is believed that
ALBUQUERQUE.
banker
of Amarillo, Texas, believed
Sanchez perished from the cold durBoyce had tried to assist his
Captain
Satsnow
the
storm
of
ing
heavy
last
son
In abducting Mrs. Sneed
Albert
'A
N.
29.
Feb.
M.,
Albuquerque,
urday night. Sanchez was a freighter and resided with his wife and chil- quarrel over two etgar cnecks in a and shot Captain Boyce In a Fort
dren near Jfjfl Cueva. Saturday morn- pool room at the New State pool hall Worth hotel. The jury was out 112
.ianchez in company of Burton & Montgomery, 208 North hours.
ing at 11 o'cKh
The Sneed trial began January 29,
with Cayetano Romero, Ramon Mon- - Third street, resulted at 8:15 last
in a most cold blooded and de the
jury being finally selected Februtoya and Doroteo Aheyta,
other night
when
Sam Lyle, ary 3. The case went to the 12 men
liberate
freighters of the La Cueva neighbor- blacksmithmurder,
for T. j. Shinick, at 219 Sunday night at 9:30 o'clock and for
hood, left the Charles Ilfeld company's
West
avenue, put a bullet from three days the body begged the judge
Copper
warehouses. Each had a heavy waga .41 caliber double action, old fash- to discharge them, announcing in less
on loaded with merchandise.
ioner Colt's revolver through the heart than 12 hours after getting thee case
As the men left the city the snow of
Ira Carr also colored. Lyle- made
were hopelessly divided.
was falling fast.
The air, however, no resistance when placed under ar- taht they
On October 13 last, Mrs. Sneed told
vas warm and the falling flakes did rest by Chief of Police McMlllin and
her husband that she loved Al Boyce
ipt inspire in their hearts any fear Policeman J. C. Martin, a few min- - and wished to go to South America
...
,1
mnn
might not reach their home int'n luiri me iiiuiuci. .it, us ,1.A
uw mm.
with him. Sneed sent his wife to a
4
Uea in baffcty. Hut ihe buow
8ajd( nonchalantly, as ne stood sanitarium, saying h believed her in
gan tailing with greater rapidity asUmoWng a enraretts while watching
she
the men progressed and travel be-- 1 Carr breathe bis last In the iool hall. sane. From that Institution
to
Al
wrote
Boyce:
came correspondingly more difficult "He lnsnlted me and. drew a knife on
"For God's sake come and take me
as the drifts began piling up in the me," said the slayer, "and I just
out
of this mad house."
highway. When the inrty reached the went and got my gun and shot him."
On November 8, Boyce eloped with
beSalado
had
the
wagons
Arroyo
was hurriedly sumDr. Pearce
and then began
come widely separated.
The horses moned to attend the dying man, but her from Fort Worth
in which the bankSneed
a
chase
by
Rodriven
to
attached
the vehicle
by
the bullet, which entered the left er
spent $20,000. He finally overtook
IBf " Montoya became blinded by the breast, ranged downward through the
the couple on December 26 at Winnijjpnnv und turned completely around, heart and Carr expired about ten min- peg, Canada, where the Canadian auf tajinpi .i position
at the side of the utes after the officers arrived.
thorities held them and where Mrs.
road. The rest of the party of freightFrom aii the evidence at hand it Sneed was restored to her husband.
ers continued on the journey not appears that Lyle' and Carr met in
to the
Mrs. Sneed was returned
knowing one of the members had the pool hall and were having a quiet Texas sanitarium after which Sneed
been left behind.
game, when a dispute arose as to was told that Boyces were plotting
At the junction of the La Cueva which lost the cigar checks.
to get her out. On the night of Janand San Ignacio roads the freighters,
Lyle says that Carr applied several uary 13 Sneed shot and killed Captain
bewildered by the snow and wind, vile epithets to him ana drew a knife Boyce as the latter sat in a hotel
took the wrong highway. They were in a menacing manner, iyle saying lobby chair.
soon on the way to San Ignacio. After "I'll see about It," or words to that efprogressing for some distance the fect, went out of the hall, entered the
freighters met a herder, who told room of James Henry, a colored por
them of their mistake. The men turn- ter, rooming in the house of Marie LAS VEGAS PRECINCTS
ed their teams about and prepared to Cochran, at 317 West Copper, picked
retrace the lost ground. Dioniclo up the gun which lay on Henry's
HOLD THEIR PRIMARIES
Sanchez, like the others, turned his dresser, stepped back into the pool
aim
at
from
his
took
down
word
a
lA$e about Tie got
hall and without
wagon and spent a short time talking Carr and fired. "I was standing at
SEREPUBLICANS
WEST SIDE
to tie herder. His team followed the the cigar case," said J. M. Burton, one
ATTO
LECT
DELEGATIONS
otwB1 wagons.
Bidding farewell to of the proprietors, last night, "and
TEND CONVENTION
ttteiaerder Sanchez started along the Carr was playing pool with Montgoma
entered
when
He
whistling
Lyle
ery,
the wake of the wagons.
For the purpose of electing deleWithout saying j a word Hye
been seen, dead or alive, since tune.
lag
to the republican county congates
Carr
fired.
and
the
gun
pulled up
that time.
at the
called for Monday
vention
the pool table
Tie other freighters made their tried to walk around
Nos.
three
court
the
precincts,
house,
been
had
standing,
behind which he
Veway safely to La Cueva. When they
6
West
Lai
5
and
up
making
and falling on his knees, pulled a 3,
found two of the members of their
Pre
last
held
night.
gas,
primaries
of
his
pocket,
had small pocket knife eut
party, Sanchez and Montoya,
which he managed to open before he cinct No. 3 held its meeting in
Howwere
frightened.
loBt, they
hall.
Pablo Ulibarri presided
fell helpless in the arms of Montgomever, It was late at night and to
as chairman and
over
the
lrnife
a
him
meeting
draw
see
not
I
did
a searching party was impos- ery.
as secretary. PaBaca
acted
Luciano
the quarrel took place."
found the village when
sible. Sunday
L.
Jose
blo
Martinez, Euge-ni- o
Ulibarri,
:!2
man
some
Carr, a
years of age,
deeply snowed in and the search was and married, his wife
Romero
Juan
and
Kavanaugh
being In the
Hpstponed until Monday. Since that
came
about
six weeks ago were elected delegates to the convenhere
city,
time every effort to find Sanchez has
tion.
Ktrm made but the searchers have from Gainsvllle, Texas, and was
The primary of Precinct No. 5 was
the tailoring business with
into
i.sBOt been successful. It is thought
in the. court house. Lorenzo
held
on
a
man
named
South
Third
Harris,
-likely that Sanchez's body may not street. He was an olu friend since
of the
was elected chairman
Eta found for several weeks, by which 'boyhood of Green Watson, the well meeting and Luis Armijo secretary.
!
time the heavy drifts likely will all known colored citizen, and is said to The following were chosen delegates
have melted.
have been in comfortable financial to the convention: Lorenzo Delgado,
Montoya was more fortunate and circumstances. He was a man weigh- Adelaido Tafoya, Secundino Romero,
is now safe at his home, thankful ing about two hundred pounds and Serafin Baca, Pablo Vigil, Manuel A.
that he escaped, even if by a nar well dressed and of good appearance. Sanchez and Chester Hunker. The
i
row margin, from death in the howling
T never knew him to be in any trou- voters of precinct No. 6 met in
as
storm. Juan Romero of Guadaluplta, ble before this," said Burton of the
hail. Fidel Ortiz acted
who wag traversing the highway late pool hall last night Carr had been chairman of the meeting and Torlblo
The following
Saturday afternoon, found Montoya making his home with Henry Outley, Sanchez secretary.
sitting In his wagon. The man was a train porter, living on vVest Silver were elected delegates to the connearly frozen but managed feebly to avenue, between Third and Fourth vention: Fidel Ortiz, Roman Galle-goiii rrr hein. Romero was quick to streets.
Amador Ulibarri, W. B. Stap'i
It was Impossible to locate
give assistance. He dismounted from his wife for somet.ie, although at- Desiderio Baca, Felipe Baca y Garcia,
his horse and hitched the animal to tempts were made to do so before Toribio Sanchez, Felipe Lopez and
Montoya's wagon and the two pro- the remains were removed to the un- Pedro Patron. Most of the precincts
At Nine Milo hill they dertaking establishment of Crollett of San Miguel have held their prifAWied.
caught up with Damaclo Maestas and & Waters. Coroner George R. Craig maries and made their returns to the
Juan Garcia. The four men held a viewed the remains.
county central committee.
1
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MAIL TONIGHT.
The first through train to reach
here from the east for the past five
days will arrive In Las Vegas tonight about 11:30 o'clock, and the

mall from the delayed westbound
trains, which were uetourej over the
Belen cut-of- f
will arrive tonight on
eastbound train No. 8. ihe trains
due In Las Vegas tonight are Nos. 1
7 and 9 to today.
The California lim
ited was sent over tne Belen cut-of- f
No definite hour for the three trains
from the east tonight has been set
but they will arrive In Raton at about
7 o'clock, which will
put them in Iab
All of the
Vegas after 11 o'clock.
eastbound trains due in Lag Vegas
last night were sent' over the Belen
cutoff. A stub train which met Nos.
2, 4 and 8 was sent up from the Duke
City. This carried the Denver sleeper
from the Chicago limited. It was
thought that No. 10 of this afternoon
would carry the delayed eastern mail
but, according to the reports, the
trains from the cut-of- f
and No. 10
missed connections,
was sched
uled, Nos. 19 and 20, the eastbound
and westbound trains due, were sent
by the way of Wellington, Kans., over
the Belen cut-of- f
Unless further
storms in Kansas hold up traffic tomorrow's tpains will run practically
on scheduled time.
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Wise Man Carries
Two Handkerchiefs
These Days
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COMMERCE

T"

INTO

JUAREZ WILL

at noon.
Resumed discussion of agricultural
appropriation bill.
Florida everglades
investigation
continued with Dismissed Drainage YUAN SHI KAI'S TROOPS DEMAND
UNITED 8TATES WILL NOT STOP
THEIR PAY AND KICK UP
Engineer Morehouse on the stand.
EXPORTATION
OF
LEGITIMCommittee from American Bankers
A REAL RUMPU8.
ATE MERCHANDISE
association advocated Lever agrlcul
- W
tural extension work bill before agri
SHOOTING IS INDISCRIMINATE
culture committee.
AS IN FORMER REVOLUTION
Representative
Hughes introduced
bill Incorporating President Taft's re
MANY PEOPLE HAVE NARROW
SAME POLICY WILL BE OB8ERV.
commendations tor an industrial re
E8CAPE8 FROM INJURY AT
ED AS WHEN MADERO CAP
lations commission to investigate In
HAND8 OF MOB.
dustrlal problems.
TURED THE CITY
ft
Immigration commitee declined to
report favoraMy a Wll barring IlliterSHELL FALLS IN
LEGATION
WILL LOOK H)R CONSPIRACY
ate immigrants.
Senate: In session 2 p. m.
Dr. Wiley and wholesale grocers' BUT AMERICAN
CONSULATE
IS
IF MUNITIONS OF WAR IMPORTED
representatives waged war against
UNDAMAGED AS EXPLOSIVE
LOOK
SUSPICIOUS
GOVERNeach other before manufacturers'
FAILS TO GO OFF,
MENT WILL ACT
commitee on proposed net weight
amendment to pure food law.
Peking, Feb. 29. A revolt has
Reduction of wages would result
Washington, Feb. 29. The United
from house steel tariff bill, labor rep- broken out among, a portion of Yuan
States will not prohibit legitimate
resentatives told finance committee. Shi Kai's troops, some hundreds of
of
including munitions
In special message President Taft whom started a riot this evening at
war, from El Paso, Texas, into .he
o'clock. They wrecked and set fire
rebel town of Juarez, Mexico. This
urged congress to grant permission
to
houses and paraded the streets,
for an American officer to serve as
conclusion was reached today at conshooting indiscriminately. A strong SHERMAN WILL NOT
an Instructor In Chilean army.
ferences among officials of the depart
Senator Lodge pointed out perils force of loyal soldiers has been orments of justice, state and treasury.
which might be encountered under dered out and is endeavoring to reThe attitude of the United States
BE A CANDIDATE
store order. The streets are crowded
pending arbitration treaties with Engovernment in dealing with Juarea
and the greatest alarm prevails.
gland and France.
merely Is a reiteration of the policy
The mutineers at 9:30 o'clock this
Senator Culberson presented a letadopted
during the Madero revoluVICE
PRE8IDENT DECLARES HE
ter from San Antonio, Texas, claiming morning numbered about 2,000. Huntion. Shipments of arms and ammuA
IS NOT THINKING OF
that city was being used as a plot- dreds of shops already have been
nition which to all appearances aro
looted. Much reckless shooting ocrevolutionists
base
Mexican
by
ting
legitimately sent from a shipper in
curred outside the Chienmen Gate of
this country to a dealer in Mexico,
the Forbidden City, near which the
29. Reports will not be intercepted. Agents of the
Feb.
Washington,
legation quarter is situated. Inside
circulated
last
night that Vice departments of justice and treasury
WRECKS ON WATER AND the city proper the situation is quiet widely
President Sherman had practically on the southern border have been inhag and it is hoped by the authorities
that order will be restored by night. been decided on as a running mate structed however to see that neutralLAND INJURE MANY The rioters claim that the wages for President Taft before the republi ity Is preserved. Munitions of war
ot a conspirhave not been paid. A shell fired can national convention were denied which seem to be part
governfrom one of the U4) in the hands of today by party leaders. It was learn- acy agatntt the recognized
WWte House that Presl ment of Mexico will not be permit- DERAILMENT
OF SLEEPING CAR
tti cr trines ' e5 nt-tCent rafrkdi6 UjI uibcusiiu uuti- HURTS 17; BURNING BOAT
of the American iegai.on, but h did
KILLS EIGHT
not explode. Foreignem in the capital tion of Mr. Sherman's candidacy with)
Trains Tied Up
are being brought into their respec- William Barnes, Jr., republican state
Ei Paso, Tex., Feb. 29 A commit
chairman of New York, who was a
Davenport, Iowa, Feb. 29. -- Three tive legations.
Pullman coaches of train No. 6 on the
White House dinner guest Tuesday tee said to represent Emilio Vasquez
Gomez arrived here today from San
Rock Island left the track near
night
111., this morning
about G SECOND DLIZZARD OF
Denial also was made that any Antonio and was in conference with
member of President Taft's cabinet Colonel Ponce and other rebel officers'
o'clock and tumbled over into a ditch.
come
in support of the vice at Juarez.
had
Several passengers were
Although the Mexican
injured
WINTER IN ROCKIES president out
Mr. Central rolling stock rushed to EI Pa
for renomlnatlon.
slightly. After the accident, the
Sherman himself saw the president, so yesterday was in the American
cause of which has not yet been determined, passengers in the wrecked COLORADO, WYOMING AND NEIGH. Introducing a former law partner. As yards, the Insurrectos continued plans
he left the White House he was ask for an advance south, which they deBORING STATES GET ANOTHER
cars were transferred to other coached if he had anything to say about clare, would be made by rail.
COLD WAVE.
es on the train, which proceeded to
the report.
Railroad officials were out with a
Chicago.
new version of the reason for with"No, sir, not a word," he said.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 29. With temperatures from 20 below zero at Landrawing locomotives from the Juarez
Every Passenger Hurt
to 20 above at Grand
sie. They declared that this move
Wyoming
der,
29.
Fourteen
pasSt. Louis, Feb.
was made because the engines and
Colorado, the Rocky mounJunction,
sengers were injured when a sleeper tain
its FRISCO MAN KILLS
cars
needed repairs. They left the
experienced
today
early
region
train of three cars on the Illinois
cold snap of the winter. The
inference that the outfit would be reand second
Traction system was derailed
prevented further drifting of
ENTIRE FAMILY turned to Juarez, but would not say
turned over in a ditch at Benld, III., drop
so in so many words.
the heavy snow that fell last week
The peculiar
50 miles northeast of St. Louis, early
and transcontinental trains from the
coincidence that the entire troop train
today.
east reached Denver last night and SAMUEL J. FISHER SHOOTS WIFE made up yesterday to take the rebel
A report from the company's divimany hours late.
today
army to Chihuahua should suddenly
AND TWO DAUGHTERS" AND
111.,
sion headquarters at Staunton,
Other low temperatures recorded
be found unfit at thesame moment
was that every passenger on the train
COMMIT8 SUICIDE
was left unexplained.
early today were: Sheridan, Wyo.,
was hurt, the most serious Injury be14 below; Cheyenne, 0; Denver, ?
A new manifesto, addressed to Gov
San Francisco, Feb. 29. The bodies
ing that of a man whose nose was below; Corona, Colo., on the contiernor Abran Gonzales of the state of
broken. The other passengers, among nental divide, 2 below; Leadville, of Samuel J. Fischer and his wife
Chihuahua and signed hy the "Revolu
and two grown daughters were found
them several women, were out and Colo. 0; Pueblo, 12 above.
tionists of the North" made Its ap
bruised when the cars turned turtle.
The nearest approach to zero weath- in the family home here early today, pearance it called uopn "Gonzales of
er in New Mexico was 10 above at each with a bullet hole in the head. of the trembling knees' to resign,
Santa Fe, with 24 above recorded at A revolver was found In Fisher's hand declaring that he, like President MaLarge Packet Burns
are and he is believed to have shot 'ihe
29.
Roswell.
The large
New Orleans, Feb.
Rising temperatures
dero, was a traitor to his counrty.
otners and then killed himself.
district
this
today.
for
E.
steamer
J.
river
predicted
Mississippi
packet
Mrs. Fisher and two daughters,
Trudeau burned to the water's edge
The Penalty is Paid
Ruth, 17 years old, and Arleen, 18
Seven Lose Lives.
and sank at 2 o'clock this morning at
Tex., Feb.
Laredo,
Dalhart, Tex., Feb. 29. At least years old, were killed in their beds. lives paid the penalty of yesterday's
Saint Gabriel, 100 miles above New
Orleans. Eight negroes, members of seven persons in northwest Texas The bed clothes were smouldering revolt in the penitentiary at Monteroom was entered by the
the crew, are missing and are believ- and eastern New Mexico lost their when the
rey, Mexico, according to incoming
across
the
Fisher
storm
police,
that
a
swept
apparently having at- passengers
in
lives
ed to have been drowned.
today. These passengers
to
burn
the bodies before said that six
Texas Panhandle Sunday. Passengers tempted
of the prisoners were
detaking his own life.
arriving on delayed trains today
killed during the outbreak and 25 othNo Lives Lost
clare there were two deaths at
ers, regarded as ringleaders, were exNew Orleans, Feb. 29. The steamer
two at
lxas, two at Amistad;
ecuted at 4 o'clock yesterday after1
Carrie B. Schwlng of Plaquemlne, La.,
near
MEMORIAL SERVICES FOR PIERCE noon.
Naravlsa, N. M.,and onedeath
also was burned last night accord- Dalhart In each case the victim had
In loving memory qf Frederick HarThere were about 3,000 prisoners in
ing to a report which reached here gone on the range to care for cattle ris Pierce and in recognition of his
the institution. Last night's reports
today. It is not known whether any suffering in the blizzard.
faithful services as clerk of the ses
said the warden of the penitentiary
lives were lost
Miss Nellie Wilson, daughter of sion for over twenty years, the con- was
among the slain. The passengers
is
New
of
Jersey,
Governor Wilson
gregation of the First Presbyterian were unable to describe in what man
encountering adverse circumstances church will participate in memorial ner the
remaining five victims were
MAN KILLED BY TRAIN
In her journey from north' central service at the church Sunoay morning
killed but it ia assumed they were
was
29.
111.,
she
First
Charles
Feb.
Miller,
11
Trenton.
to
o'clock.
The
service
will
at
Mexico
Elgin,
occupy
61 years old, a farmer residing four held up in the state of Chihuahua by the entire hour for morning worship. among the number slain in the first
miles from Elgin, was killed by a failure of train service that resulted The pastor, Rev. Norman skinner, rush, of revolting prisoners.
Southwest Limited train on the Chi- from the activities of bandits. Her will deliver an address suitable to
STRIKE MAY END
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad second detention took place here. Ar- the occasion and special music has
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 29. The mfn
early today. His mangled body was riving Sunday night, she has been been prepared by the choir. The
carled on the pilot of the engine for held up by storms that prevent the public is cordially Invited to be pres- owners have agreed to grant conceseight miles before it was discovered. movement of trains. The Elks of ent by the officers of the church. Mr. sions to the operatives, according to
S. A. Poolock, telegrapher at
the town discovered Miss Wilson's Pierce was one of the most faithful a statement made here this after
found the bodies of two horses presence yesterday and last night members of the chnrch. He had been noon. The proposed concessions are
to include a wags adwhich Miller had driven lying along- gave here a dancing party. She de- a ruling elder for many years and understood
side the track. Chicken
feathers, clares the delay does not bother her. was an officer of the presbytery of vance of five per rent over the rate
dead pigs, and broken furniture were Miss Wilson expects to be on her way Santa Fe. His loss is felt most keenly farmerly paid for 56 hours' work
strewn for 200 yards.
to New Jersey tomorrow.
each week.
hy the Presbyterians.
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TWO

EXERCISE TO DEVELOP CHEST

BROUGHT DOWN TWO VICTIMS

Simple Movement That Are
teed by an Authority to
duce Good Result.

But the Deer Hunter Got Surprise of Movement Afoot Against Taking Off
His Life When He Examthe Hat on Occasions of Meetined Them.
ing and Separation.

GuaranPro-

Look at your figure In the next full
length mirror you see. Nine chance
out of ten your chest cave in, your
shoulders round'like a bow, your stomach protudes and you chin is thrust
forward like a prise fighter's.
Now try an experiment
Take a
long breath, push your chest out and
hold It to that position. Behold a
miracle. Tour shoulders straighten
till your back Is like a line, your stomach retreats and your chin assumes a
position of modest dignity. Now yon
are standing correctly, and If you
place any value at all upon a good
appearance you must practice this position until It becomes second nature.
Remember that the grand secret la.
"Push out the chest." The rest of the
figure will take of Itself.
If your chest Is flat and narrow you
ought, in the interest of both health
and beauty, to try to develop It
Breathing exercises are the best thing
for this purpose. Singers and public
speakers almost always have good
chests, because they are trained to
breathe deeply and correctly.
Breathing exercises are best performed at night, when all heavy clothing, the corset in particular, has been
removed. The window should be open,
for there is no profit In taking bad air
into your bjngs.
Stand erect, with hands close to the
sides. Inhale slowly and evenly
through the nose. Hold the breath as
long as you possibly can, then exhale
slowly and evenly through the mouth
Do this ten times each night You
will soon notice an increase in the
length of time you can hold the
breath. Practice taking long breaths
whin you are walking.
Dumb-bel- l
and Indian club exercises
are excellent for chest development.
Go at them a bit gently at first, especially if you are not very strong.
There are other simple home exercises which will help you In this direction. For instance H flat nn t h a
back on the floor, with legs and arms
straight and knees close together.
Now try to rise to sitting position
without touching elbows to the floor.
You won't be able to do it at first, but
you soon will be If you practice the
exercise faithfully, and in the meantime your chest is reaping the benefit
of the practice. Woman's World.
Concluded He Had Been Bribed.
Kellogg Durland, the author of
"Royal Romances of Today," after
spending a morning with the children
of King Alfonso of Spain and finding
them bright, normal, healthy youngsters, was surprised to he engaged by
people In his hotel In conversation
like the following: "What a pity that
the princes are not right In their faculties." "But they are perfectly
right." I replied, indulgently; "those
stories are pure nonsense." "Oh, no,
sir! You must be mistaken." "How
can I be mistaken?" I answered. "I
have just spent a morning with them
and I found them not only normal in
every way, but particularly Intelligent" "That cannot be," was the reply, "because It is Bald they are defective." The writer grew indignant
and broke off the controversy, but
learned that after he left people had
speculated on how much he had been
paid by the king to say that the
princes were all right
What He Took.
Hilary K. Adair, the western detec-

tive, was praising at a banquet in Dubuque the generous warmth accorded by John D. Rockefeller to sheriffs,
bailiffs and other myrmidons of the
law.
"They don't get treated at John
D.'s." said Mr. Adair, "as old Clusa
once treated me.
"Clusa runs, you know, a saloon. I
was waiting In his place one cold
December night to nab a bigamist,
when Cluss came out from an inner
room wrapped in a heavy ulster.
'"Why, hello, Adair!' he said, shaking me warmly by the hand. 'I'm glad
to see you. Wbat'll you take?'
"'Well,' said L 'I don't know I'm
not particular '
"Cluss, who had been watching me
anxiously, now butted in with the
words:
"'Good! Slip on your overcoat,
then, and we'll take a walk. I was

starting out' "Exchange.

Opium Habit Among Japanese.
When the Japanese came into control of Formosa they found the opium
habit widely prevalent especially with
that portion of the population that
were of Chinese origin. The Japanese discovered that 64 per cent, of the
male population were addicted to the
opium habit
The greatest percentage of these
were among the educated classes. In
an endeavor to elucidate the point as
to the Instigation of the habit, the first
step was traced In 93 per cent of the
cases to the use of the drug by medical advice.
Public opinion was at first hostile to
the attempts of the Japanese in eradicating the evil; but now, owing to
the judicious measures adopted, a
strong public sentiment has trfsen
against the opium, habit. Dietetic and
Hygienic Gazette.
Refuted Adage.
"Talk is cheap," commented

the
readyrmade philosopher.
"That remark," replied Senator Sor-gu"proves that you have never
undertaken to pay the traveling expenses and hotel bills of a party of
campaign orators."

One of

the best hunting stories of

the season comes from northern

Wis- -

consln, where a prominent resident
of Phillips, accompanied by a friend,
slipped out of town one evening two
days in advance of the legal opening
day of the season ror Killing aeer.
His object was to hunt deer at night
by the air of a strong reflector dark
lantern. He succeeded in a way far
beyond his most optimistic hopes, in
killing something, but his overwhelming surprise on first viewing the
"game" may be better imagined than
written, and his language was horrid.
He drove his own team of horses,
valued at $600, and some distance
from town he turned into an abandoned logging road, traversing it for
several miles. Then he tied up the
team and prowled about In the woods
for half an hour with his light.
Suddenly he heard a snort, and the
light revealed a pair of glaring eyes
from some animal a short distance
away. In his excitement he handed
the light to his friend and banged at
the eyes. Down tumbled the animal,
and instantly there was a commotion
In the same spot, and the light revealed another pair of glaring eyes.
The hunter quickly fired and the second animal dropped.
The hunters rushed forward with
their light, and to their dismay found
that both their horses were shot and
killed.
They had circled about and
confronted the team In their
ram-bllng- s.

MORE

DIAMONDS

IN

BRAZIL

Excitement Caused By New Discovery
of Great Field in the State
of Goyaz.

TO ABOLISH

GERMAN SALUTE

The progress in urbanity the art
of city life which is taking place
among modern Germans is illustrated
by the movement for modifying, or altogether doing away with the "German salute," says a cablegram to the
New York American. Under the expression Is meant the traditional
fashion of taking off the bat on occasions of meeting or separation. It Is
a highly elaborate performance, In
tnree motions, suggesting military
precision, the first being the raising
of the hat with stiffly extended arm,
the second the lowering of it to the
knee with a downward cutting motion
and the third the similarly precise
replacement on the head. The action
between adults appears formal enough
to draw a smile from foreigners of
easier manners, but it becomes laughable when one sees it practiced with
all gravity between a pair of schoolboys or college students. How deeply
the "German salute" Is engrained In
the national forms of
politeness is proved by the story of the
Independently minded subordinate official who steadily refused to make
the traditional obeisance to the
"chief" and got the alternative of making it or being dismissed. In Germany It la etiquette for a gentleman
meeting a lady of his acquaintance in
the street to take off his hat to her becounfore she bows. In Anglo-Saxo- n
tries the reverse is the practice, and
an American woman would feel not a
little astonishment, as well doubtless
as some amusement, if she were
brought up against one of her male
friends saluting her in the German
fashion.
LOVE

STORY

OF ARCHDUKE

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

LIVED ON
IN
Mr. Richard's Experience With Different Diets.
Peaches and

Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards,
of this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diets
than the average person would ever use
in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experiments, must therefore be highly interesting to anyone suffering from indigestion
or stomach troubles of any kind.
He says: "For more than 12 years.
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines. I was also operated on
for piles.
1 lived on dried
peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing
that would not give me pain was raw eggs.
1 could nol
I was a physical wreck.
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
1 must
say that after taking two nl
packages of Thedford's
it did me more good than all 1 ever spent
for other medicines.
have been working daily on the farm
ever since, and I am as hard as iron."
This purely vegetable remedy has been
in successful use for more than 70 years.
Try it. But be sure that it's ' 'Thedford'a."
25-ce-

Black-Draug-

ht

WE8T VIRGINIA REPUBLICANS
Parkeraburg, W. Va., Feb. 29. Re
publican leaders representing nearly
all of the counties of West Virginia
assembled in conference here today
to discuss the course to be followed
in the coming national and state
campaigns. So far as the state ticket this yearis concerned the party
leaders feel that an energetic campaign will result In a republican victory, not withstandng the confidence
felt by most of the democrats that
they are going to sweep the state
and .add to 1he advantage they gained in elec'tion of a legislature and
four out of the five representatives

man's

Francis Joseph. The archduchesse
Annonclade Is employed to do this,
but it is feared all her efforts will remain unfruitful if she can not first
move the excellent Madame Schrab.
Le Cri de Paris.

Strawberries Every Month.
plant. Imported from
Siberia last spring by Edward Dixon
of Forest Grove, Ore., bears fruit every
month in the year, the berries being
white in color when fully ripe. The
berries are not so large as the Oregon
berry. The flavor resembles that of a
pineapple.
Blossoms and fruit are found on the
plant every week In the year; however the best season for bearing is
from August 1 until about the end of
thev year.
The berries hang In clusters on a
long, slender stem. Each plant has
several stems on which the fruit grow.
The stems with leaves bear no fruit.
Instead of propagating new plants
from runners, as is the case of native
strawberries. In this species the parSomething Missing.
ent plant Is broken up, the several
Life guards at a Jersey seaside restems are separated and
sort tell with great glee of an Incident
York
New
Individually.
planted
that happened there last summer. A World.
German, with his boy of ten, was
standing at the rail of one of the piers,
Zulla.
quite at the end thereof, when suddenIt Is stated that no matter whal
ly the youngster toppled through into
the water. As no life guards were out class of animal Is brought to Jerei
that far at the time a well dressed de la Frontera, Spain, in two genera
tions It acquires remarkable toughyoung collegian on the pier, without
waiting to divest himself of shoes or ness and endurance. This Is attributed
clothing, jumped in and after battling
partly to the climate, but principal
with the waves for some minutes got to their feeding on a rich, wild clov
the
boy to the beach. In er called "zulla," found only In th
the meantime the father had hastened province of Cadis, which people ther
from the pier.
Bay is the finest food in the world
The parent, however, bore himself for horses.
The zulla Is very rich In sustenance
with great coolness.
As the rescuer
placed the dripping lad at his parent's and grows to three or four feet in
feet, the German calmly inquired:
height, and with more luxuriance in
"Many tanks, but vot haf you done chalky, clayey soil, such as is found
here in the vineyards which produce
mit his hat?"
the famous Jerez wine or sherry. II
is never sown or cultivated, as it
In Rushing Boston.
seems to grow best wild.
He stood in the thickest of the rush
at Park street subway station, tall,
Difference of Decree.
lean, lank typical comical supplement rurallte, even to the "comfort"What is the 'difference," asked a
able handful" of tobacco-staine- d
beard. dear and trusting sister of Deacon
By him surged the 5:30 crush of the Philander of Osborne the other day,
homeward bound. Jostled, elbowed, "between the probate Judge and th
squeezed and trampled, he worked his district Judge?"
way to the rim of the crush. Wiping
"Well," replied old Philander, with
bis perspiring brow he exclaimed: one of his rare smiles, "you tell th
"Gosh! Wher'd they all come from? probate judge you can't live withoui
Where be they goln'? And, why in her and you tell the district judg
tunket don't they get thar?" Boston you can't live with her." New Or
Post
leans Picayune.
A strawberry

,

Women's and Children's Shoes
Our Spring line of Women's and Children Shoes is now

Buttermilk for Three Years.

.

practical talk on beauty and the
beauty cult for the entertainment of
the Woman's Professional league of
New York at an Interesting session
one afternoon.
In the course of her lecture the
speaker emphasized the point that certain measurements were fundamentally important Unhappily, however,
the lecturer herself had a form If
her unusual bulk could be dignified by
such a term that was fashioned on
anything but the lines of the Keller-man- n
type.
Proceeding with her dissertation on
measurements, she held up a very fat,
round wrist, and said: "Now, twice
around my wrist, once around my
throat Twice around my throat, once
around my waist Twice around my
"
waist
"Once around Central Park!" ex
ploded an irrepressible young thing
out in the audience, and the storm of
laughter that followed was altogether
immeasurable. Sunday Magazine.

LATEST NOVEL! 1ES

RAW EGGS

Newspapers just received from Rio Ferdinand Charles Louis of Bavaria,
de Janeiro show symptoms of exciteWedded to R.osa Czuber, Enjoyment over reports of the recent dising Peaceful Exile.
covery of a great diamond field in
the state of Qoyaz, republic of BraThe Archduke Ferdinand Charles
zil, in a little stream called the Oar-ca- Louis of Austria, scratched from the
one of the minor affluents of the Almanach Gotha, scratched from the
Araguaya, which flows north toward army, deprived of all his titles, ranks
the Amazon. The state of Ooyas is and orders, Is peacefully enjoying per- In 1910.
directly west of the state of Bahla fect love as an exile. He is now known
Considerable uncertainty appears
and lies near the center of Brazil. It M. Ferdinand Berg, and is painting on to
surround the attitude of the
is a wild and thinly settled region, the borders of Lake Lugano.
in regards to the presidenthe scant population about the diaHis fault was a gracious one, for
mond fields being composed of In- to marry morganatically has become tial nomination. Until the past few
dians.
almost a habit In the Hapsbourg fam- weeks it was generally supposed that
The news of this find has already, It ily. But this fault was aggravated by little or no opposition would develop
is said, brought to the diamond coun- the fact that the marriage was cele- and that the West
Virginia delega
try a thousand eager "garimpeiros" brated without Imperial authorization. tion would east its votes for the re
(diamond hunters). The first finds His elder broth, the heir to the throne,
nomination of President Taft as ;i
in the field Indicate that the stream and the ducheresse of
Hohenberg, who
of Garcas contains prodigious riches were likewise separated by a great matter of course. The La Follette
which may be secured without ex- difference in station, were more adroit candidacy, even when at its floodtid;
treme labor. The exact location and and had taken into their play Madame appeared to make little imipressio'i
course of this stream are scarcely Schrab, the mistress of Francis Jo upon the
republicans of this staff.
known, as it appears on few maps. seph.
JL
Roosevelt, however, has always hart
The states that are even
g.
FW
.rztd-BvrMadame
nee Rosa
in
admirers and supporters
or four hundred miles .of the field
has nothing with which to re- Imany
it
that
West
is
and
are now interested in exploring their Czuber,
Virginia
reported
herself for having made conown rivers In the hope of finding like proach of the archduke
In an official today's conference was called with a
quest
diamond deposits.
The
archduke view to crystallizing the Roose'it
at
Prague.
reception
had Immediately demanded her hand, sentiment. This report is strengthenbut the severe Dr. Czuber made him ed by the fact that the call for the
But In Her Case-Woconference was issued from the office
wit readily adapts itself wait five years.
It is only a question now of ob- of Governor Glasscock, who is an arto all places and all occasions. A
woman lecturer was delivering a taining the pardon of the emperor dent Roosevelt man. In a statement
s,

29, 1912.

complete and includes an excellent variety of the newest and
most popular models.

In women's footwear we are showing Satins, Coronation
Cloth, white Nubuck, Suede, Gun Metal, French Calf, Patent
Colt, Russia Calf, Vici Kid land Sea Island? Duck in strap
and button oxfords, Pumps and high Shoes.

$2.50 to $5.00
CHILDREN'S SHOES

NEW SUITS, DRERRES and SKIRTS

Never have we shownfsuch a variety of
childrens popular footwear.
Velvet, White Buck. Tans, Patent Colt,
Gun Metal, Vici Kid and Canvas in Sandals,
Strap Slippers and Oxfords at

The new styles in this lines are now arriving
i
daily and are pioving unusually attractivess.
We now have a good variety of these lines
ready for your inspection and will be glad to show
them. We also have a big variety of unusually
pretty waists.

85c to $325

Rosenwald

)

Machine
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DELICIOUS STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
na
makes a special tiy of alfalfa-fetive and Kansas City beef. Consequently the best steaks to be purchased in this city come off the blocks In
You are not
its meat department.
getting the best for your money unless you are buying meat at the Las
ore.
Vegas Mercantile company's
d

NOTICE

This is to inform the public that
my wife, Mary M. Cyrene, has left
my home and that I will hereafter be
in no way responsible for any debts
she may incur.
J. B. CYRENE.
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 16, 1911.
Here is a message of hope and
good cheer from Mrs. C. J- Martin,
Boone Mill, Va., who is the mother
Mrs. Martin
of eighteen children.
was cured of stomach trouble and
constipation by Chamberlain's Tablets after five years of suffering, and
now recommends these tablets to the
public. Sold by all dealers
-

PENNANTS,

PENNANTS

Baily's curio store has lust received
new stock of High School and Nora
issued last month Governor Glasscock
declared that a careful canvass of mal pennants. It b showing also
the political situation in West Virgi- some pretty novelties in girls' hats
nia had convinced him that the pe for High School lasles. Pennants and
of all the big colleges are
pie of the state are overwhelmingly pillows
your inspection.
awaiting
for Colonel Roosevelt for the republican presidential nomination.
Do you know that more real danger
lurks in a common cold than in any
For a sprain you will find Cham- other of the minor aliments? The
berlain's Liniment excellent. It al- safe way Is to take Chamberlain's
lays the pain, removes the soreness, Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
and soon restores the parts to a preparation, and rid yourself of the
25 and 50 cent cold as quickly as possible. This remhealthy condition.
bottles for sale by all dealers.
edy is for sale by all dealers.

Danderine

Grows hair and we
can prove it
Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy,

J

mwlLf

Talking

fruit-bearin- g

half-drown-

J)

Victor

Lus-

trous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
A little Danderine now will immediately double
the beauty of your hair No difference how dull,
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it through your hair
taking one small strand at a time. The effect is
immediate and amazing
your hair will be light,
fluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abune,
dance; an incomparable lustre, softness and
the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
Try as you will after an application of Danderine,
you cannot find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few week's
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
all over the scalp.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right to the
roots, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
properties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong and beautiful.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
yourself tonight now that your hair is as pretty
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
by careless treatment that's all you surely can
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will just
try a little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.

,u"mm wassamiM jeya
THINK THIS OVER
This Offer Should Gain the Confidence
of the Most Skeptical
'We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our remedy falls
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You
are not obligated to us in any way
whatever, if you accept our offer.
That's a mighty broad statement, but
we mean every word of it. Could
anything be more fair to you?
A most scientific common-senstreatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. Their active
principle is a recent scientific discovery that is odorless, colorless, and
tasteless; very pronounced, gentle,
and pleasant in action, and particularly agreeable in every way. This ingredient does not cause diarrhoea,
nausea, flatulence, griping, or other
inconvenience. Rexall Orderlies are
particularly good for children, aged
and delicate persons.
If you suffer from chronic or habir-ua- l
constipation, or the associate or
dependent chronic ailments, we urge
you to try Rexall Orderlies at our
risk. Remember, you can get then"
in East Las Vegas only at our store.
12 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25
cents; 80 tablets 50 cents. Sold only
at our store The Rexall Store. E.
G. Murphey.
e
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LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
By sending your washing to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
of the best establishments In the
southwest Our maenmery is new.
Our plant is modern and sanitary.
Our service is careful and prompt and
our oldest customers are our most,
loyal ones. Handy location on Douglas avenue. The wagon win call.

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
tresses, springs aud pillows. J. r j
jonusen a son.
IN NEW YORK CITY

Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
street,
Hroadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an (deal location
In the retail shopping and theater
elevated
district, with the subway,
and surface cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the fcesr
rants In the city, but moderate in
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.5rNpet
day up. Send for booklet. Harry P.
Stimson, manager.

jmtJy

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

WERE YOU PREPARED

BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
For the sudden blizzard that u.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
north
the
Monday night?
scended from
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigWere your coal bins full? If not call
nature Is on eaeu box. 25c.
and
up the Coors Lumber company
order fuel. Orders will be filled withATTENTION ELKS
out delay.
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? WaterMASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
cos- man is making sittings and the pic
A full line of masquerade
for tures are proving as good or a little
needed
and
tumes, wigs
everything
at better than the quality usually turn
a masque ball may be obtained
, out by that high class photograp
Stand-ishthe millinery store of Mrs. A.
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street Better arrange for a sitting' today.
Waterman, the Plaza.
IN JEWELRY
EVERYTHING
Silverware and cut glass. The best
and most complete line In the city at
prices that are right All the standard makes of watcnes. An optical department In charge of an pert Remember the name and fame of Sablno
Lujan, on Bridge street.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

RATES

TO

ARIZONA CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
AND THE NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April
PHOENIX,

lSih.

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO AND INTERMEDIATES.

$25

MM

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For Further Information Call on or Write
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LAB

BOOK ON THE
MUSEUM
FO"7!5I!H

VECA8 DAILY OPTIC, THUR8DAY,

NOW
OUT
MANY NEW FACTE.

TO WILLIAM

Cleanses the System
effectually; Dispels

colds and Headaches,
due to constipation.

,,,

Best for men, women

and children
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long-taile-
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and
To qef its Beneficial
effects, always note the
name of the Company,
(aiifornia Fig Syrup Co.

HOWELLS
DINNER
TO

TO BE GIVEN BY FRIENDS

CELEBRATE WRITER'S
BIRTHDAY

New York, Feb. 29 William Dean
Howells, the dean of American Action
und probably the most widely read

American author of the present time,
will celebrate his eeventy-flfU- i
birthhe
day tomorrow and on Saturday
will be the guest of honor at a din-- I
ner given in honor of his birthday by
'his friends. President Taft and several
hundred men distinguished as states-- i
men, writer artists, journalists and
of
Genuine
men of affairs in general have expressed their willingness to oome to
in order to attend the Howells
DAY.
LABOR
CALIFORNIA'S
dinner.
Berkeley, Calif., Feb. 29 As a reWilliam Dean Howells is probably
sult of today's experience some of
the
best liked of all American au- of
the
the students at
University
California doubtless are glad thatjthors. H1b charming personality, his
Fehriinrv 29 comes onlv once during unvarying kindness and gentleness
their university career. Following and his almost excessive modesty
a custom inaugurated by the univer- have won for him the love and adof everyone who ever came
sity authorities in 1896, the fourth miration
in personal contact with him. Amid
observed
was
labor
day
quadrennial
at the institution today. The observ all the jealousies, the baokbitings, the
ance was all that the designation of littleness which pervade the literary
the day implied. Bright and eariy ranks, one never hears an unkind
this morning the students turned out word attached to the name of William
Nor has anyone ever
in overalls and flannel shirts and Dean Howells.
Mr.
heard
Howells
speak an unkind
wheelbarwith picks and shovels and
fellow-authoOn the
word
of
any
the
greater
rows labored, throughout
other hand his encouraging kindness
part of the day in improving the camhas been a help to many young writers
pus and ground of the university.
The young women students supplied who have since then won their place
I" literature.
the laborers with luncheon and later
conWilliam Dean Howells waa born In
celebration
the
in the afternoon
cluded with a program of outdoor Martin's Ferry, Ohio, March 1, 1837
His father, who was a printer and n
sports and games.
newspaper proprietor and editor, wan
a man of taste nnd rrfhirtntit. i
scholar In Ills way it ml nn orialnul
SAN FRANCISCO BENCH SHOW
San Francisco, Feb. 29 Aristocra- and Independent thinker. He liellev
of imofni
tic dogs of all varieties, nearly L00O ed In the educative value
of them in all, are in the hands of work and brought up hln family lo li
the judges at the fourteenth annual Industrious and mural of hoi It lime
bench show of the San Francisco and money. Tho nwthr whs a WoKennel club, which opened In toe man of refined ante and gentle man
Dreamland rink today. It is the ners. Young Howells learned to sol
ev- type almost as soon as he learned to
most extensive exhibition of dogs
Imer shown In this city. The Rocky read. But he also learned the
and
and
of
and
truth
west
portance
honesty
middle
mountain states, the
His
even some of the eastern states and of courage and gentle behavior.
encourfound
tastes
ample
literary
Canada are represented. The collie,
Boston
terrier, cocker spaniel, Aire agement in the kindred (tastes of his
dale and toy spaniel classes are espe- parents.
When still a lad Howells went to
cially well filled.

plainly printed on the
front of every package
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When Hoftman fhlllips was ministo Abyssinia and lived at the capl-to- l
of King Menelek at Addis Abeba,
he got together a remarkable collection C writings, utensils, ornaments,
art objects, costumes, etc., of the
Abyssinians, which later came Into the

fiUL

ter

possession of the National museum.
As this is probably the first collection
of this kind brought to America, the
illustrated description of it by Dr.
Walter Hough is decidedly worth
reading, especially as he points out
the singular urvivals of the ancient
culture of northern Africa, the adjoining part of Asia and eastern Europe,
which linger on in Abyssinia and are
in thA vnriniin nhtects rf
diKCprnlhle
EfellAntlAn

Several articles of interest come under entomology, the scientific study of
insects. One on the collection of bees
of the National museum, by T. D. A.
Cockerell of the University of Colorado, deals chiefly with the study of the
Asiatic bees collected by Dr. Abbott,
and forms the second paper in a series
being prepared by Dr. Cockerell.
plhiere are papers on mllllpeds, members of the same class of many-footeinsects bb the centipedes, also wasps,
moths and ichneumon tiles
JKr. Osorge P Merrill, head curator
of geology of the museum, discusses
the supposed origin of some extraordi-

From

to Fifty Are Much Benefited
by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Forty-Fiv- e

The "change of life " is a most
critical period in a woman's existence, and the anxiety felt by
women as it draws near is not
without reason.
"When her system is in a deranged condition, she may be
predisposed to apoplexy, or congestion of some organ. At this
time, also, cancers and tumors
are more liable to form and begin
their destructive work.
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nary musses of natural glass, called
moldaviu s These strange glassy pebbles are about the size and shape of
'J walnuts and the color of dark green
bottle glass, but resemble pieces of
larva, strangely marked and etched.
Whether they came from volcanoes or
1ft n niincHnti
nn
. i ua.
uv,
lew frnm the skvj
one can answer at present
The volume also contains other arRticles on fishes, birds. Insects, ci molds,
crustaceans, etc. These are chiefly
technical and describe nev forms In
the collections of the National mu- . uc yuuuauvu line " V
SeulU.
622 plates and 40 text figures
Threatened Wsr.
The other day an excited Italian
flung a brick at an employe at ths
Turkish embassy in Washington Immediately a horrible possibility of war
between Turkey and Italy right here
in the Capital City suggested itself to
Chief of Police Sylvester, and be stationed a policeman directly In front of
the Turkish embassy, and one is
to stand there night and day until the
present trouble between Turkey and
Hair Is settled.

Such warning symptoms as
sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
headaches, backaches, dread of
impending evil, timidity, sounds
in the ears, palpitation of the
heart, sparks before the eyes,
i rr
gul&rities, constipation, variable appetite, weakness and

inquietude, and dizziness, are
promptly heeded by intelligent
women who are approaching the
period in life when woman's
great change may be expected.
These symptoms are calls from
nature for help. The nerves are
crying out for assistance and the
cry should be heeded in time.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is prepared to meet
the needs of women's system at
this trying period of her life. It

invigorates and strengthens the
female organism, and builds up
the weakened nervous system.
It has carried many women safely
through this crisis,

29,
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BEAUTIFUL WASHINGTON GIRL
Miss Margaret Gage Is Descendant of
In
Great
Five
Kings
Nations.

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature In its
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon iL and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
It relieves the pain and
to use 1L
discomfort caused by the strain on
tho ligaments, makes pliant and elastic thnae fibre, and muscles which
TintnrA 1. pTnandinff nreventa numb
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely meL
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing or ner
child.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

Mrs. Harley Calvin Cage has pub--1
llshed s pamphlet showing her royal
descent and colonial ancestry, it
takes thirty-twpages to give a com-plete list o( the noted ancestors of
Mi- some
Oage, with
blgraphlcal
notes concerning them In the Kng-lib line Mrs. Ui.ge traces her ances
tors back to Alfred the Great, who
was born in 849. In Portugal she
finds sncestors beginning with Queen
Phtllpps, who was the daughter of
In Germany Mrs.
John of Gaunt.
Gage's family line begins with Charle
magne, and he, too, is the first In the
French line of Mrs. Gage's ancestors.
In Spain Mrs. Ouge traces her ancestry to Sancbo III., who was emperor and king of Navarre and who
died In 1035
Mrs. Oage's pedigree covers an un
broken period of more than 1.40U
years, including not only kings and
emperors, but princes, dukes, earls
and knights of almost every country
In the colonial line she
of Europe.
traces her ancestry back to Thomas
stores.
drug
Dudley, colonial governor of MassaWrite for our free
and other men and women
chusetts,
book for expect
in the colonial history
distinguished
much
ant mothers which contains
United States. Mrs. Gage was
of
the
valuable information, and many sugMary Rldora Mott. daughter of Hon.
gestions of a helpful nature.
She was born at Oald- Ashley Mott
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atiuti, G.
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10,000 Lives
Have Been Lost in Last rew
Years by Employment of In-

Deelaretlon Made that

I mrs.EsteHaGHIispie

1)

ONE CASE OUT OF MANY
TO PROVE OUR CLAIMS.
St. Anne, 111. "I was passing
through the change of life and I
was a perfect wreck from female
troubles. I had a displacement
and bearing down pains, weak
fainting spells, dizziness, then
numb and cold feelings. Sometimes my feet and limbs were
swollen. I was irregular and had
so much backache and headache,
was nervous, irritable and was
despondent Sometimes my ti
e was good but more often it
was not. My kidneys troubled
me at times and I could walk
only a short distance.
"I saw your advertisement in a
and took lydia E.
Eaper
Vegetable Compound, and
I was helped from the first. At
the end of two months the swelling had gone down, I was relieved of pain, and could walk
with ease. I continued with the
medicine and now I do almost all
my housework I know your
medicine has saved me from the
grave and I am willing for you to
publish anything I write to you,
for the good of others." Mrs.
Kstklla Gixlispie. R.F.D. No. 4,
Box 34, St. Anne, Illinois.
ap-pe-

Friend

1

powerB.
MISSOURI BARS DEATH CUP
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 29. By order of the state board of health, all
public drinking cups, towels and
combs will be abolished after today
on all trains and, in all railway station In Missouri.

Stop That Itch!

I will guarantee you to stop that itch in two
seconds. A 25 cent bottle will prove it.
No remedy that I have ever sold for
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases
of the skin has given more thorough,

satisfaction than the
D. D. D. Prescription for Eczema
I guarantee this remedy.
K. D GOODALL
East Las Vegas, N. M.

competents.

s

American seamen are going to find
life a deal more pleasant If the friends
of labor sow in
congress succeed
In securing t h e
passage of a bill
The
In that body
keynote of the

measure, which
has the bnrklng
of the InternaSenmen'i
tional

Union of America,
It
Is effleisnoy.
promises to do
away with crews
the majority of
which know little mors about the
work of a seaman than about running
a locomotive, and thus remote the
cause of many of the horrible marine
disasters of the last few yean. The
union attributes the terrible loss of
life In ths Ornersl Slooum disaster In
New York harbor several yean ago to
the Inefficient crew which manned the
vessel.
The loss of 10,000 lives on the sea
In the last few yeara Is ths toll of tht
poorly manned vessels. This the proIt re
posed bill seeks to prevent.
quires that at least 76 par rent of the
deck craws of steam vessels, axrluilve
of officers, shall be mn who have had
nt

That's the Number Uncle Sam's
cret Service Sleuths Captured
Last Year.

Se-

According to the annual seport of
John E. Wilkle, chief of the Government Secret Service, It has been a
busy year for the operatives who devote their time to chasing counterfeiters. HU figures show that 410 were
rounded up in various parts of the
country and 218 of them have beec
convicted.
The others are yet to be

self-respe-

least three years' experience at

n

GEN. MILES IS NOW PAST 7?
Celebrated His Birthday
and Looks Much Younger Than

Recently

He Really Is.

Bohemia and Franc-- each have one.
Chief Wilkle considers the greatest
pltce of work of the department during the year was the nipping in th
bud of the plans of counterfeiters to
unload millions in Mexican currencj
in this country. Next In lmportanct
he considers the arrest and conviction
of the "Black Hand" artists in New
York. This was one of the most dan
)

gerous gangs the country ever hat
known.
Lleut.-Gen-

.

Miles.

General Miles can look back on s
moat stirring career, having takes
active part In the Civil war, In In
dlan wars and the Spanish war. He
Is a native of Westminster, Mass., and
In 1861 entered the army, where he
Want National Park on Volcano.
oi
Kllaueou, in Hlawall, the largest ac attained the rank of major-genertlve volcano in the worli and at the volunteers, and at the age of twenty-livcommanded an army corps. At
same time the safest, is recommended
to become part of a national park by the end of the Civil war he entered
Governor Freer of the territory to th
the regular army, rising by regular
succeedsecretary of the Interior. The pro grades to be
posed park would include the volcane
ing to the command of the United
States army October 5, 1891.
tnd the country surrounding it.
major-genera-

l,

e

half-dolla-

Lleut.-Gen- .
Nelson A. Miles, U. S
army, retired, has passed his seventy
second birthday anniversary, and he
looks many years younger than that
His eyes are keen and clear, and he
steps as quick and active as any
tried.
young man. At the silver wedding
One of the most notable arrests of of President Roosevelt he was of a
the year was that of Harry Porter, the conspicuously soldierly appearance,
famous Denver "Dollar Man." It took dressed In white linen from bis shoes
nearly four years to run Porter to bay. to his collar, with the necessary ao
Perhaps the most interesting fea- coutrement of military trappings.
ture of the report of Chief Wilkle i
oi
hls statistics on the nationality
counterfeiters. Of the 418 crooks hit
record shows that 281 are nativ
Americans.
Italy boldssecond plac
wlfh seventy-five- ,
then comes Russis
with thirteen and Austria-Hungar- y
with the same number.
Germany and
Foland had three each and Canada
two, while Ireland, England, Scotland

Wilkle has spent much of his tlm
reladjusting affairs in the customi
service, as In addition to being head
of the secret service he is now head
of the customs agents and is trying tc
put that service on a firm basis. Ht
has brought order out of chaos in th
short time he has been in charge.

"Everything has gone up," said Mr.
Oraytop, "everything. You take, for
Instance, church contributions, the
money that we put in when the plate
is passed around.
"Nowadays the minimum, the smallest amount that ws could put in or
that we'd want to put in would be
At
cents, a nickel, wouldn't it?
Surely; no matter who it was, nobody
would think of putting in less than a
nickel now; but in my younger days,
before the war, the standard contribution of the run of respectable persona of moderate means was one cent,
a penny; and the contribution plate
waa commonly called the penny plate.
"In those days, Just the same aa
now, the plates were passed by deacons or other officers of the church,
one to each aisle. Of course we had
than, Just aa we do now, some In the
church who had more money than others tnd these would put In more, a
or a dime or a quarter or
a
and sometimes seme
body would put In a bill, but silver
coins were not over numerous' and
bills wsre rare.
"Our folks were not rich, as a mat-ta- r
of fact we had no money except
what my father earned, but though
we were not rich we were
ing,
people and we alwaya
went to church and the children went
to Sunday school. We had in our
church quite a number of people comfortably well off and two or three who
were in those days called rich, but
there were more people like us.
"Of course wo contributed some
thing more than pennies to the support of the church, we paid our pew
rent at the fixed price and occasionally there wore special calls when ve
contributed more, whatever we could
afford or thought we ought to give,
but our standard, regular contributions on Sundays were In pennies. We
children took each a penny to SunWhen the plate was
day school.
passed in church we put pennies is
that,
"As we grew older our father would
give more than one of us pennies to
put In the plate and then there was
a larger contribution from our pew,
but still In those days our church contribution, aa I am trying to set forth
was in pennies."
half-dim-

ea. and that they shall also be abla
lo understand tho English language
Another provision repeals that section of the present law that deals with
the ancient maritime custom of Imprisonment for desertion, any seaman
leaving his vessel while In a foreign
port being sublecled to one month's
confinement In Jail. This law Is on
of tho things that has been driving
American bovs from the ses
Probably the most Important Item
In
the bill from ths srnmen's point of
Miss Margaret Vivian Oage.
view h the abolishment of the "adwell manor In Vermont. She was mar
vance" In the foreign trade, as It has
rled In Minneapolis to Harley Calvin
been abolished In domestic
already
Oage, ion of Calvin Oage, a prom-Insitrade.
By "advance" I" meant the
oltlien of New Hampshire.
system of paying a part of the seaMrs, Oage earns to Washington man's
wages to the "crimp." the veraofrom thiston eighteen months ago,
nacular for a sailors' boarding house
intyiiled by her daughter Margaret, master or shipping agent, before the
be Is Introducing to society.
wnoai
They have a home on Dupont circle, voyktrs begins.
The advance system Is considered
where they have done some delightful
one of the oldest abuses to which
entertaining.
are subjected. The main work
Miss Margaret Vivian Wage, whose
a "ortmp" 1b to get the sailor so
picture Is Bhow,nas been) pro- of bx'icatW
that he does not know
nounced one biTuS? most beautiful
sort of a contract he Is signgirls in Washington la tact, she is what and
this enables him to rob the
named as one of the three who are ing,
considered the most beautiful ol unsuspecting seamen of a large part
Washington women. The other two of their earnings.
are Miss Katherine Jennings and
The seamen will also have It a lit
Members of the tie better on board the vessels. It
Oladys Hinckley.
diplomatic corps who have seen the will mean better board, better sleepbeautiful women of the courts of Eu- ing places and better treatment from
rope, say they have never seen one the officers of the ship. At present
more beautiful than Miss Gage. Miss the seaman Is compelled to live In a
Gage has been educated in fashion- place six feet long, six feet high and
able private schools of New York and only two feet wide. This is the legal
In
and
these
space.
Washington. She has also studied in forecastle
Italy, France and Germany, and Is an cramped, unwholesome quarters the
accomplished linguist. She is a tine men must eat, sleep and keep their
It has fittingly been declothing.
and fearless equestrienne.
scribed as being "too large for a
coffin, but too small for a grave."
CATCH 410 COUNTERFEITERS
sea-rre-

NOW

No Otto Thinks of Putting Lees Thsn
Five Cents In ths Plate Now
Day of the Penny Gone.

CONGRESS MAY SOON ALLEVIATE
ABUSE OFV8EAMEN.

Mother's

work in his father's printing office as
a regular employe.
For two years
from 1849 to 1851, his father published a daily paper In Dayton, O.,
and the clever son soon became an
assistant In the work. But
the paper failed and young Howells
was compelled to seek other employment. He became a printer at $4 a
week, but after his father had re
covered his losses and 'started In the
printing business again, young Howells gave up his position and again
worked for his father. During all that
time the young man carefully cultivated his literary talent. He wrote
many popms. ut most of them were
rejected. After a few years of tenia! Iv efforts lb write poetry young
hc.ivpiib bmm omwtmii that i
,.i iu.o,.thMrt port's irlfl nd
pitttillitlr ftntintteftld ail Sftdft In Hint
,11. oi l Mill. iWHlltti MrnsBif anllrelr I"
.reus writing.
Ftif IWo Winter!; from I&RS In 1M
lip wwittet! in 0eiHWttS and acta m
wrppwpewdpnt faf sevpffti Bttttiae pa
pe. He waa then offered a ptwHto
as city editor of a Oineiiinati paper,
but the iposition proved uncongenial
and he returned to Columbus, when
he accepted the position of news edi
tor of the State Journal. It was while
he was connected with that paper
that Howells wrote his "Life of Lincoln." This book was the young writer's first great success. In the first
place It brought him money enough
to make a trip to Boston, where he
made the personal acquaintance of
Lowell, Holmes and other eminent
literary people and came in touch
with the best literary Ideas of the
time. In the next place it won for
him the position of American consul
at Venice. His four years' residence
at Venice was his real education. The
knowledge of the world, the experience of men and manners he gained
there, formed the main foundation
upon which all his subsquent literary
work was built
After his return to the United
Stafes Mr. Howells lived for some
tlmei n New York, engaged upon the
Tribune and the Nation. In 1866 he
went to Boston to be assistant editor
of the Atlantic. In 1872 he became
its sole editor, and this position he
held until 1881. Since then he has
devoted his whole attention to literature. In 1871 he published his first
and perhaps most successful novel,
'Their Wedding Journey." For five
or six years he conducted "The Edi
tor's Study" In Harper's Monthly and
for a while acted as editor of the Cos
mopolitan Magazine. His works com
prise more than 60 novels, essays,
biographical and critical sketches and
literary reviews and studies. During
the later years of his literary career
Yale, Harvard, Columbia and Oxford
have bestowed honorary degrees upon
the venerable writer who, notwith
standing his advanced years, is still
enjoying excellent health and the full
faculty of his physical and mental
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The National museum In
. ..
. Washing- ton
.
hoi
ueq me fortieth vol
ume of iu proceedings. Tbtie
books are always
the greatest Interest to the nat(tit tt IVtt
ural history world,
since they are
filled from cover
to cover with important and absolutely new Information regarding
animals,
plants,
rocks and miner
ale nnri thA natlvn
tribes of mankind from all parts of the
world. Not only are the facts new or
Just discovered, but tbey present
s
of the dim. yet
fascinating,
borderland of partial knowledge;
truths suspected, but not yet demonstrated; the guesses of today, which
may become the established facts of
No one can peruse the articles which this National museum volume contains without
wishing to know
more about the strange
things with
which they deal.
The mammals collected by Dr. W. L
Abbott In Borneo and the neighboring
Islands are described by Dr. Marcus
W Lyons, Jr., who writes as well of
the country, Inhabitants, life, etc. Dr.
Abbott Is one of those wonderful
Americans who spend their lives in
the tropical wilds of the old world and
know more about the Jungle than the
natives themselves.
The article contains an Interesting
account of how the sun bears of the
Tanjong Pamukang country destroy
the palm trees by climbing to the top
and eating out the "heart" of the
At one place, In a grove of
palm.
about ninety trees, It was discovered
that more than half had been destroyed in this manner. There is no
way for the natives to put a stop to
this destruction, however, as the
Dutch authorities took away all their
guns some time ago, and so the bears
have everything their own way.
A fight between a hawk and a flying
lemur, resulting In the capture of both
participants. Is recorded in an interesting manner.
The Dyaks of southwestern Borneo
hunt nearly all the game in the vlclni-itof their settlements with spears,
excent in the case of the orangoutang.
which la hunted with guns. It seems
wild people are very fond of the
'WS3fePi the orang and consequently
iMS animals. are very scarce In the
neighborhood of Dyak camps.
Mr. Hollister, assistant curator of
the division of mammals. United States
National museum, also has a mammal
shrews of the
paper on the
eastern United States, with descriptions of new species. For the benefit
of the unenlightened, it might be remarked that the shrew Is one of the
fUf,jJs.Tr-sectlvoresresembling close
st" ly in appearance its nrst cousin, the

jp
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WILL GIVE HONOR

Hitherto Unknown Field. Glv.n
I" lntereetlnB
8tys Mam-m- ,l
Get Big Stars.

jV1

111
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Advancement of Berlin.
As Berlin develops In Its education
as a world city It la gradually dropping the remains of Us former pro-

vincialism. In many things the
change la obvious to the resident of
only a decade's standing.
The modern hotel, often run on
American lines, has all but supplanted
the modest Gastbaus of earlier times;
the street car and the elevated road
and the taxi have driven out the
horse omnibus, and will soon have
driven the ordinary horse droschky
off the streets.
Provincial manner,
too, are disappearing with the growth
of metropolitan self consciousness.
The once popular practice of man
and wife or sweethearts walking arm
in arm is now almost extinct. Formerly the Berlin maid was proud to
show that she had captured a husband; but she no longer seeks to emphasize the fact
--

Hated for Her Beauty.
The Maiden asked: "Can you ma'te
me beautiful?"
"For five pounds'" said the Witch,
"I can make you so beautiful that all
the men will turn to stare at you as
you pass."
The Maiden smiled disdainfully.
Her experience had taught her this,
was not such an easy matter.
"For nine pounds," said the Witch,
"I can make you so beautiful that ths
photographer will copyright your pio
tures."
Still the Maiden, unsatisfied, shook

her

head.

"For fifteen pounds and only one at
the price." said the Witch "I can
make you so beautiful that you will
not have a woman friend in all the
world!"
"Ah," cried the Maiden, rapturously,
"that will be beauty indeed!" London
Tit-Bit-

The Turkey Trust,
Capt Sol. Jacobs of Gloucester,
who is known as the "Mackerel King,"
said at a recent fish dinner:
"The successful fisherman is the
man who can take advantage even of
adverse things head winds, storms,
blizzards, and so on
"In a word, the successful fisherman
Is like the little boy who entered the
poulterer's shop and said:
"Is it true th&t there's a turkey
trust, sir?'
" 'Yes, my boy, I am
sorry to say It
Is true there is a turkey trust,' the
poulterer replied.
'"Then, sir,' the little fellow went
on, 'ma says will you please trust kef
for a plump young turkey of nine
or ten pounds?" Los Angeles Times.
Easily Suited.

An undersised yokel approached

a

sergeant in the barrack yard of one
of our military depots.
"I want to Join the army, please,"

he

said.

The sergeant looked him up and
down, and replied: "You cannot Join
the army, my lad; you are too smalL"
"Too .small! "said the youth. "What
about that little fellow over there?"
"But he is an officer."
"Oh, Is he?" exclaimed Chawbaoon.
"Well, I'm not particular; I'll Join the
officers." London
Tit-Bit-
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FUNERAL

Barbr Provides Funds to

Make It Occasion of Jollity

and Feasting.

Basing his belief on the argument,
"The only weeping that should be done
over a man should be 'wept' at his
birth," Frederick G. Burghardt, barber, living at 211 South Shelby street,
has made his will, wherein he provides
funds for the hiring of a brass band to
play only ragtime tunes at his funeral,
another sum of money for the serving
of a lunch and accompanying drinks,
and an additional sum for his undertaker, who is to place him face down
In the casket that "he may rest comfortably." His body he wants covered
with hyacinths and rosebuds.
Burghardt does not look upon the
pro visions of his will as being humorous. On the contrary he declares he
Is so serious that he has frustrated the
secretary of the Barbers' Aid to set
aside the benefits accruing to him
from that organization for the purposes outlined. Asked for the reason for his unusual desires, he said:
'1 don't see anything unusual about
them. A will, as I understand it, generally is the last wish of a man, and
If I cannot do as I wish, what is the
ase of making a will?
"For a number of years before besoming a barber," he continued, "I was
I saw so
employed by undertakers.
nany dead persons that I became hardened. I wondered why people cried at
funerals, for I always have insisted
that as we don't know whether the
nead person is happy or otherwise, his
friends should not cry over him. I
have witnessed the passing of fourteen
members of my family and while my
feelings were sorrowful, not a tear
have I shed. In fact, I cannot recall
the time when I did cry. I have no
one In the world to whom I should
leave my little insurance money and
I think I ought to be allowed to do
as I please."

IT
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18 NOT STRANGE

It is not strange that

so many peo-

29, 1912.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION.

COUNTY

9

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour

at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street The bill
ple eat

A convention of the republicans of
of fare is generous and the price is San Miguel county, state of New
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. Mexico, Is hereby called to be held
Many people wonder how It is pos- the fourth day of March, 1912, in orsible to aerve such e csllent meals so der to select 30 delegates to the repubDrug Co.
lican state convention, to be held in
cheaply.
a Common Toy,
Swiss Weather-Housthe city of Santa Fe, n. M., on the
Chameleon
Quite Trustworthy
THE BEST DINNER
A MONTH HAS PA8SED
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
Barometer a Curiosity Simple
Is not complete unless you serve the purpose of
A whole month of the new year ha
selecting eight deleTest for Humidity.
as a finishing toucn some of Potter's
Have
started
that
accoun;
you
gates and eight alternates to repre
passed.
One of the oldest and simplest for yourself or your little son or ice cream. In our factory only the sent the republican party of the state
ways of telling whether the air Is dry daughter?
If not, you have still 11 freshest and best materials are used. of New Mexico in the National repub
or moist is to suspend a piece of months in which to save. The firm They are combined under the most lican convention to be held in the city
seaweed out of doors, or even in an National Bank offers an admirable op sanitary conditions and are the of Chicago, state of
Illinois, on the
acme of the ice cream manufacturing
apartment where there Is no artificial
ot
A. D. 1912,
for
June,
accumulating
eighteenth
day
savings
heat. J"he weed is crisp and dry at portunity
business. Ask for fotters. Made in for the
purpose of nominating candithe approach of fine weather, while Your account solicited.
Las Vegas.
dates for president and vice president
it Is flabby and moist when rain is
to be voted for at the presidential
likely.
HOW'S THIS;
A common, toy, the Swiss weather-houselection on Tuesday, November 6,
SHOES.
SOLID LEATHER
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
is really quite trustworthy in
1912, and for the transaction of such
much talked but very little in ward for any case of Catarrh that
Very
The
Its forecasts, says the Strand.
evidence except in case of high prices. cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh other business as may properly come
woman, of course, emerges from the
Cure.
before It
suclittle house in fine weather, while the Yet in spite of the fact we have
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
The various precincts of San Mi
man comes out when wet conditions ceeded in getting an excellent line of
We, the undersigned, have known
guel
F.
county are entitled to the folfor
J.
all
is
leather
shoes
that
boys
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
are to he expected.
In a medium state of the atmo- great in value for a little money. believe him perfectly honorable in all lowing number of delegates from their
business
and financially respective precincts:
sphere both figures stand Just inside Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25; able to transactions,
carry out obligations made b Precinct
are
due
movements
The
the bouse.
uelegatea
2 Mi to
$1.50. B'or misses and chil- his firm.
1
No.
to the twisting of a cord of catgut, a dren at same
2
San Miguel
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
prices.
substance which Is highly sensitive
4
L No 2 La Cuesta
HEDGCOCK'S.
Toledo,
to changes in the humidity of the air.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in No. 3 Las Vegas, south
4
Two Very singular weather devices
ternally, acting directly upon the No. 4 Teoolote
4
blood
and mucous surfaces of the sysare those in which a frog and a leech
5
No.
Las
North
Vegas,
tem.
Testimonials sent free. Price
are employed. In the former case a
SPRING IS COMING
75 cents per bottle. Sold
9
by all Drug- No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
is filled' to about
glass jam-ja- r
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has re- gists.
2
7
No.
San
Antonio
A
water.
with
of its capacity
Take Hall's Family Pills for const! No. 8
ceived an advance showing of spring
2
Las Vegas, upper
little wooden ladder is constructed,
styles In millinery. The designs are pauon.
8
No. 9 Pecos
and this is placed inside the jar.
H
A frog will live quite happily In beautiful and modish. Now is the
No. 1 () Chaperito
Can tor Hepublican Convention
for
such a position for a few weeks, and time to have your hats remodeled for
3
11 San Geronimo
No.
the State of New Mexlc
It will be found that In fine weather spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
o. Rowe
2
No.
the creature will climb out up to the do such work quickly and satisfactor13- - Roclada
2
to
In
ladder.
weather.
the
of
the requirements
stormy
f
top
ily at her store on Sixth street.
14
No.
i
Sapello
the call made by the republican na
however, the frog prefers to remain
2
under the water.
tlonal committee on December 12 No. 15 Las Manuelitas
Js
16 Union
No.
Even more reliable as weather
1911, for a republican national con
SOUVENIR DISHES.
17 San Patricio
No.
prophets are leeches. A single leech
to
be held In the city of ChiMiss M. M, Thompson, a, her store ventlon
Is placed in a broad glass bottle with
No. 18 Mishawaka
a piece of perforated bladder or leath- on Sixth street, will sell souvenir cago in the state of Illinois, at 12 No. 19 McKlnley
2
non
on TUeeday, Jiune 18,
er over the mouth. On the approach dishes for a limited time at a great o'clock
2
M San Juan
No.
of fine or frosty weather the leech re- reduction. There are some beautiful 1912, for the purpose of nominating No. 21
3
Casa
Coloram
vice- mains almost motionless, curled up at
in the lot and prospective pur- candidates for president and
2
No 22 Sabinoso
the bottom. When rain or wind is pieces
come early in order to president to be voted for at the presi- Nc. 23 San Jose
should
chasers
4
sun
to
creature
rises
the
dential election on Tuesday, Novemcoming the
Miss
of the sale.
2
No. 24 La ijendre
face, while a coming thunderstorm will take advantage
ber, 6, 1912, and for the transaction
2
No. 25 Pena Blanca
cause it to be much agitated ; at times Thompson always keeps a complete if such other
business as may come
the leech will even leave the water line of postal cards and curios.
2
No. 26 Los Alamos
e, it the republican central
2
sltogether, so sensitive is the animal
No. 27 San Pablo
f the state of New Mexico as
rr
to an electrical disturbance.
BLANKET SALE
2
A COLOSSAL
No. 28 Chavez
sembi
Santa Fe on this 25th day
The chameleon barometer is a curi11
No. 29 East Las Vegas
in time to meet your demands of
Just
osity which has puzzled many people, from
January, 1912, hereby calls for the
2
cheap cotton blankets to all holding of a convention of the re- No. 30 Canyon de Menuelitas
but its construction is really very
2
No. 31 Puertecito
$3.00
$3.50,
simple. The animal changes color ac- wool blankets, regular
publican party of the state of New
2
32
Pueblo
El
How
$1.95.
No,
values
at
and
to
$2.50
long
the
in
cording
weather, being pink
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
damp conditions, purple in a variable can they last? Certainly not, after Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock No. 33 Los Viiiges
2
No. 34 San Isidro
state, and bright blue when the air is these are gone. A snap In men's un- on
Friday, the eighth day of March,
3
dry.
derwear
$1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c. A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select No. 35 Las Gallinas
A cardboard mount is prepared,
2
No. 86 Penasco Blanco
25
10 and
and this may be lettered In sections. Where?i Why, at tie 5,
ing eight delegates and eight alter- No. 37 El Cerrito
2
nates to represent the republican parFair Storm aid! Change. Thai chame- Cent
2
leon is sketched out on blotting-papea state of New Mexico in the No. 38 Los Torres
ty
2
NO.
39
Tecolotito
WHY
KNOW
DO YOU
and then immersed in a solution of
said national convention called to be
chloride of sodium and gum arabic.
The Lobby is such a popular meet- bled at Chicago on the? 18th day of No. 40 Bernal
2
No. 41 Canyon Largo
Any chemist will make up the mix- ing place for men? The answer is June, 1912.
2
ture.
42
Romeroville
No.
easy. It handles the best wines and
The republican central committees No. 43 Los Fuertes
A more beautiful chemist hygro-scop- e
l
is
and
In
Las Vegas
for sale
of the various counties of the state No. 44 OJitOB
is formed of a flower made of liquors
Frios
corner
on
the
in
convenient
a
location,
white blotting-pape- r
which has been
are by this committee requested and No. 45
2
Cherryvale
immersed in the cobalt mixture. The opposite the Santa Fe station. A big directed to issue a call for the hold2
46 Emplazado
No.
in
in
best
of
the
line
always
cigars
blossoms show many varying shades,
of a county convention of the re No. 47 Hot
ing
2
Springs
from bright pink to sky blue, with the stock. LauDach & Benjamin, propriepublican party In the respective coun No. 48 Trementina
4
changes in the degree of dampness in tors.
such
the
as
and
ties
notice
date
upon
2
49
No.
Zarca
the atmosphere.
Agua
may deem expedient for the purpose of No. 50
a
A somewhat curious storm-glas- s
Guadalupe
GREAT WHITE WAY
to the state conven No. 51 San
delegates
2
electing
was Introduced by the late Admiral
Ignacio
When you put up an electric sign ai tion to be held on the 8th
of
day
2
Fitzroy. This is formed of a glass
Colonlas
52
No
Las
nav
will
of business you
1912, as aforesaid, and which
tube, stoppered, but with a small hole your place
2
No. 53 Encinosa
wel March,
as
for
done
yourself
something
the basis of representation shall be
through the cork. Into the tube has
unnot
will
be
ITsxies
recognized
been poured a mixture of camphor, as your city, tor an electric sign is tht one delegate for each one hundred
of the sann
nitre, sal ammoniac, alcohol and wa- modern great white way of adverti? vote or more, cast for the republican less held by residents
the
which
from
delegates
ter. The changes in the state of the ing. Keeps your name constantly be
precinct
candidate for governor of the state

NATURE FURNI8HES MANY SIMPLE BUT INTERESTING ONES.

CO.

THIS BOOK WORTH READING.
book,
The AdleH-k- a
telling how
yon can EASILY guard against appendicitis, and how you can relieve
constipation or gas on the stomach
i;most INSTANTLY, is offered trot
for a short time by the Red Cross

THURSDAY,

the answer to

e,

every Baking Problem.

It's

T

iner,-Whit-

er

and More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

ramous GERMAN

PROCESS.

"A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK .v

e,

Co.

Gross. Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

5,

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

V

two-thir-

12-N-

8re.

r,

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Phone Main 344,

Machine Shop
Win. Whalen, Prop.
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Want
Rabit
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

m

ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

atmosphere are indicated by the pro tore the eyes of the purchasing pub of New Mexico at the late election have been chosen. The various pre
duction of feathery growths, these ex- Uo and helps to make Las Yegas loot
cincts will hold their primaries as ft
but not later ft
tending upward at the approach of a like a wideawake city. Las Vega held on the 7th day of November, soon as convenient
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
1911. and one delegate at larce from
storm and retreating to the loer part
second day of March, 1912.
that
the
and
Fewer
will
company.
Light
help people to get what they want when
of the tube in quiet weather.
each county In addition upon which The
secretaries of the various priIn
state
basis the representation
they want it
the
maries are requested to notify the
There is no better medicine made convention of the
of
party
republican
chairman of this committee of the
for colds than Chamberlain
Cough
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
Spiking Obsolete Nowaday
One reads in the war news that the Remedy.
It acts on nature's plan, the state of New Mexico to be held date of their meeting and the names
Italians found that guns in the Tripoli relieves the Tnngs, opens the secre- on March' 8, 1912, from the several of the delegates chosen, immediately ft
and re- counties of the state shall be as folforts "spiked." If that is meant lit- tions, aids expectoration;
after holding their primaries.
ft
condilows:
erally they must have been guns of stores the system to a healthy
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
dealers.
all
tion.
For
sale
by
ft
interest.
mainly antiquarian
19
Bernalillo
Chairman.
The expression, "spiking guns," is
7
ft
Chavez
This is the1 season of the year when
P. 'O. BLOOD,
a survival from the day when all that
17
Colfax
concerned
much
mothers
feel
very
was necessary to put a gun out of over the
Secretary.
4
frequent colds contracted by Curry
action (provided, of- course, that you their children,
and have abundant Dona Ana ..
14
had access to it) was a large nak or reason for it as every cold' weakens
6
spike and a hammer. You simply the lungs, lowers the vitality and Eddy
11
at paves the way for the more serious Grant
drove the nail into the touch-hol-s
the breech. If the nail was long diseases that so often follow. Cham Guadalupe
11
enough to turn round at the end, on berlain's Cough Remedy is famous for Lincoln
8
the bottom of the bore, so much the its cures, and is pleasant and safe to Luna
4
For
all
dealers.
take.
sale by
better.
fl
MoKlnley
It is just as simple, perhaps sim15
Mora
NOTICE
OF
PENDENCY
acOF
out
of
to
a
modern
gun
put
pler,
Otero
DIVORCE SUPT
tion. All you want is a hammer. The
LADIE S SHOES, SIZES 1
CHILDREN'S SHOES, SIZES 5 TO 2
TO 8
breech block of the modern gun is state of New Mexico
Quay
held dosed by screw threads, after
Rio Arriba
In the District Court.
PER PAIR
PER
the breech block is shut on the shell, ,. County off San Miguel:
Roosevelt
or
of
a
Inches
turn
two
three
engages
Flower Have Eyes.
Sandoval
Marguerite Matthews Waddel,
Manv common garden and wild flow the threads. By knocking a burr on
San Juan
Plaintiff,
begonia, clover, these threads yon prevent them enersthe nasturtium,
San Miguel
No. 7384
vs.
Case
,
to
othfire
the
MEN'S SHOES, SIZESI5 TO 10 $2.50 TO $6.00
gun
attempt
gaging.
Any
wood sorrel and bluebell among
Santa Fe
J.
Fred
Waddell,
block
being perfect
ers possess eye on their leaves. without the breech
maSierra
Defendant).
Moreover, these, eyes in their prin- ly closed would, of course, be of
to
those
terial
assistance
the
enemy.
resemble
construction
of
You, Bed J;'WaddelT, the defendant Socorro
ciple
New Arrivals in Tasty Silk
Ladie's Tailored Suits Just
in the above entitled cause of action, Taos
of animals. They consist of minute
Recived by Express.
Dresses.
are hereby notified that an action Torranee
protuberances filled with a transparIn Practice.
14
ent, gummy substance, which focuses
Union
;
for
commenced
been
divorce
has
heartiest
the
one
laughs
TO FIT
Probably
We Invite an Inspection of
The Perfection of Tailor craft
the rays of light on a sensitive patch which
i
19
the duke of Conaaught now against you in the District; Court of Valencia
of tissue. The nasturtium has thoubest
the
with
enConbined
is
qualever
These
of Canada,
Dresses Which Really
the County of San Miguel and State
sands of eyes on Its leaves, and these governor general
805
of materials to be obtained
says the Tattler, was that oc of New Mexico by the above named
Total
should have been marked from
ity
form as many images of the surround joys,
AH notices of contest shall be subhave eyes, casioned by the remark ot an Irian plaintiff; that said plaintiff seeks an
$20 to $25, the styles are parup to this nobby line of suits.
ing object While flowers
duke
follow
that they peasant, who one day while the duchnot
does
on the grounds of mitted In writing, setting forth the
divorce
absolute
however, It
THE PRICES RANGE
with
the
in
was
Dublin
ticularly attractive. Our price
driving
or
whether
known
can see. It la not
From Size 4 Child's
and cruel and inhuman grounds of contest, which most be
alongside the carriage and
to
not the sense Impressions are trans- ess ran with
From
$40.00
Hied
$17.50
state
with
of
the
the
or
Is $13 50 to $17.50
secretary
it in an astonishing fash- treatment; that unless you enter
up
mitted to soma neve centers corre- kept
To Size 10 Men's
ion. So persistent was the man in cause to be entered your appearance central committee at least three days
animals.
of
brain
to
the
sponding
his endeavors to keep pace with the in this cause on or before the 15th before the meeting of the state con'
Harper's Weekly.
'
THE
carriage that at length the duchess day of April, A. D. 1912, judgment vention.
had the vehicle stopped and asked the will be taken against you by default
All county conventions must be held
man what he wanted. He said that
to Do It
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. not later than the 4th day of March,
vicar is not in just he was anxious to get a good look at O. Ward, whose office and poetofflce Mil.
The duchtheir royal highnesses.
message?
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO.
asked htm address are Las Vegas, New Mexico.
ertully) Well, tell ess was much flattered and
Chairman.
LORENZO
DHLGADO,
With
how
to
(Seal)
he
up
keep
managed
Wiggins would Ilka
Clerk of the District Court HERBERT W. CLARK,
o o'clock tomorrow them. "Oh," he said, "share, haven't
16122-29-I been chasing pigs all me lolfe?"
Secretary.
n Opinion.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
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SHOES and RUBBERS
1- -2

PAIR

75c to $3.00

$2.50 to $6.50

RUBBERS

1

EVERYBODY

Store of Quality"

7

f
i
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B. L. Murphy left yesterday for
noon on a short trip to El Paso.
Charles E. Doll of Santa Fe was in

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

Phone. Main

r

Laa Vegas yesterday on business.
F. Qulnn of Albuquerque was In
Las Vegas yesterday on business.
Gus Vatres was in laa Vegas yes
terday from Rlbera on a purchasing
trip for the ramp of the Topeka Mka
Mining company.
A. 0. Jahren came in yesterday af
ternoon from his home in Wagon
Mound on business. Mr Jahren is a
prominent merchant of that place.
.Inaee A. Dick, formery a resident
o Lac Vegas and now of El Paso,
was in the Meadow City yesterday.
Mr. Dick is one of the leading wbole- sa!e procers of the Pass City. He
returned to his home on the 'rder
afternoon.
John R. Gass of Albuquerque arriv
ed In l.as Vegas yesterday morning
from the Duke City and spent the
flav here on business. Mr. Gass is
missionary
sydonieal
Pivsliyterian
He re- v New Mexico. and Arizona,
fuined to the Duke City last night.
E. R. Russell, who has been on an
extended trip in the southern states,
returned to Las Vegas this afternoon.
Mrs. Russell accompanied Mr. Russell
on his trip in the south. While they
were en route home Mr. Russell was
railed to Florida by the death of his
Mrs Russell arrived home
fathar
about a week ago.
R. S. Randall left yesterday after
noon for Albuquerque where he will
reside permanently. Mr. Randall was
manager of the grocery department of
the las Vegas Mercantile company,
and will be in the employ of J. S.
Hrown and Brothers, wholesale mer
chants of Albuquerque as city sales
man. Mr. Randall has been in Las
Vegas a number of years and previous
to being manager of the mercantile
company, was in the employ of H. P.
Brown, dealer in hay and grains. He
has many friends in the Meadow City
who were sorry to see him leave Las
Vegas and who wish him success in
his new position. Mr. Randall Is sucr
ceeded by F. M. Hart, formerly a
to
came
Hart
Mr.
of Michigan.
La's Vegas three years ago.

CO.

DRUG
H

FANCY LACE

COLLARS
AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
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&

Graubarlh.

New.
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A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
Wet and chilled teet usually affect
the mucous membrane of the nose,
bronthroat and lungs, and la grippe,lesult.
chitis or pneumonia may
the
Watch carefully, particularly
fnr the rackine stub
born coughs give Foley's Honey and
It sootnes ine
Tar Compound.
membranes, and heals the
Take no substitute.
- cuilPlu quickly.
c
G. scnaeier uuu xvcu
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-
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nf Rood Health

Clar
w'"!'
jiuiiu
for those suffering from

DRIVE IN BIG

elimination race of the Grand Prix
In 1906 In Parts, came in second In
the Santa Monica race in 1910, and
won several other events.
The other entries for the long grind
are two Nationals to be driven by
PACIFIC COAST 8TAR WILL
BE Wilcox, Merz, Herrick and Herr; two
Stutz cars to be driven by Anderson
SEEN IN ACTION ON INDIANAand Zengel with Billy Kuipper as rePOLIS SPEEDWAY
lief driver; two Case cars piloted bv
Louis Disbrow and Joe Jagersberger ;
Feb. 29. Bert twn Mercedes cars with
IndlanapollB, Ind.,
De Palma
Dingley, famous for his work with and Wishart named to drive; a Fiat
,
....
.I.... .
a.. :,.....
(iv nil. oiwir,
AnI'i'. iiii c i 'i uu int- iu.,hn
( ntered by E. E. Hewlett of Los
will drive a Simplex In the next
and
Tetzlaff
geles, driven by Teddy
International Sweepstakes race
Iwexlngton to be driven by Harry
jn
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Knights. Others who have made
W. H. Carlson of Log Angeles purpown their intention to enter will
chased the Simplex mount in New
bring the list of starters up to 30,
York last week and will also enter
the limit which has been placed on
Dingley in the Santa Monica races the field by the speedway
May 4. This makes the eleventh en
try to the speedway event and Dingley is the fourteenth driver named.
Dlngley's work in the last few
BASEBALL NOTES.
years has been confined almost exclusively to Pacific coast events. He
has given Charles Merz, the famous
Coach Wllbert Robinson declares
National driver, some hard runs for
Dingley drove in the 1910 that Louis Drucke, of the GlantB, will
Vanderbilt. hut did not figure in the be one of the star pitchers of the sea-

resi-riAn-

PHONE MAIN 104

CONTEST

i i
i

,

.

-

500-mil- e

1

vi'-tor-

scoring.
The Californian is a veteran of the
He participated in the first
game.
Vanderbilt cup race in 1904, winning
the elimination race. Th following
year he drove in the Gordon Bennett race In France and since that
time has been a consistent winner.
This will be his first appearance In
the field for events on the local
track.
The car is a regular 50 horsepower
Simplex. It is trimmed down for racmotor is set
ing and the
back ten Inches. Its piston displacement is 597 cubic inches, the bore is
5
inches, and the stroke is the same.
This car is a duplicate In size and
horsepower of the two Simplex entries
e
event that were
in the first
driven by Ralph De Palma and Ralph
Beardsley.
Among the races that Dingley has
won are the Portola race, held near
San Francisco, where his average was
67 miles an hour for 350 miles. He
won the Vanderbilt elimination race

THE DOCTOR HABIT
And How She Overcame It
vThen wWll ieJeoted food has helped
the honest physician place his patient
in sturdy health and free from the
"doctor habit" it is a source of satisfaction to all parties. A Chicago woman says:
"We have not had a doctor in tho
house during all the 5 years that we
food
have been using Grape-Nut- s
Tiafnva w hetrnn. however, we had
"the doctor habit" and scarcely
week went by without a call on our

four-cylind-

600-mil-

How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
are sensitive. Cold congests the

throws too much much work
action
upon them, and weakens their
Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result.of Strengththe pain
en your kidneys, get rid
the
and soreness, build them up byPills.
timely use of Foley's inKidney
results. O
Tonic In action, quick
Cross Dru Co.
rj. Schaefer and Red nne-hafor $1.
an cents or two and
lf

8NAP
Six rooms and hath with three lots:
on corner. In good repair. $1000.00
on terms of 500 00 cash, balance in
in need
building and loan. If you are
of a home, investigate this one at
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPOManRATION, George A. Fleming.
40.
ager. Phone Main
A

vice-preside-

lit.

GOOD SHOW COMING
Messers Duncan and Browne,

man-

have
agers of the Duncan opera house,
the profor
arrangements
completed
duction here on March 27 of "Madame
comic opera Is
Sherry." This pretty
as it is
audience,
a
to
draw
sure
large
staged
is
and
filled with catchy music
will
folk
going
by a good cast Play
comits
of
receive the announcement
ing with genuine pleasure.

New York Yankees

are

well fixed in

March Th Month of The

the
department
The PiUstourgh club paid I51.P00 for
minor league players last fall and
wilt have to pay $5,000 additional Jf
the pavers are retained.
Jack Lewis, who will be given a
trial at second base by the Boston Red
Sox. lives In Pittsburgh, where he
conducts an undertaking business.
Scout Dick Kinsella, of the St.
Louis Cardinals, will receive $5,000
for three months' work, and is said
to be the highest priced man in basebacks-toppin-

BLOODSTONE
BLOODSTONES,

That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.

Charles Ebbetts, of the

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

Brooklyn club, considers Forbes Field,
at Pittsburgh, the model baseball
yard, and will embody many of Its

-

JEWELER

features in his new plant.
"Uncle Cy" Young Is training at
Hot Springs, Ark, for his twenty- third year In big league baseball. Cy
says his wing is still strong and he
will show the youngsters how the
I nnwrn am twisted.
Harry Mclntire, the spit-bawas the first Cub to report in
Chicago.
Harry was decorated with
his sparklers and made the. girls with
diamond heels look like a lantern In
a railroad shanty.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

ll

Distributing
Agents

BAIN

Pitcher Blaine

Durbin,

race.
With "Gabby" Street and Ed Sweeney working behind the plate, the
;

Esociatlon

full Line of

right

THE

EMERSON
McGORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLES
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. H.

PLAZA-- A:

Capital Paid in

formerly

with the Chicago Cubs and Cincinnati
Reds, has signed with the Oakland
Pacific coast league team.
With Topsy Hartsel acting as pliot,
Toledo fans believe the Mud Hens
will be there or near, In the American

Is

WAGONS

WEBER

OF COUGHING
Is sweeping over the town. Old and
yonng alike are affected, and the
AN EPIDEMIC

OUR LIVERY 8ERVICE
up to snuff In all wiather.
Night calls are given prompt attenpersons in the
tion and the best service is provided.
league last season.
St.
Louis
Good
horses kept in a ciean stable
of
the
Wallace,
Manager
Browns, has engaged Lou Criger th9 and good rigs may be obtained at any
former big league catcher, to coach time from us. Call up Main 15 and we
will do the rest in. L Cooley.
the young pitchers.
ThU season all American leaRue
teams will dress at the grounds which
will save the clubs several thousand
dollars in taxicab bills.
112,-OO- u

- OPTICIAN.

Las Veges. N. M.

siraln is particularly hard on little
children and in elderly people. Foley's
commission
gives Honey and Car Compound is a quick
permission the Blue Grass league will safe and tenable cure nofor all coughs
and colds. Contains
opiates. O.
place teams in Louisville and Coving- G. Schiiefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ton. Ky.
now In the Central
Youngstown,
to
have played to
claims
league,

MOUNTED IN RINGS,

CUFF LINKS, OR SGARF PINS,

ball.

President

Assortment of

We Have a Large

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

Ski
J.

H. CUNN1NOHAM,
PRANK SPHINQER,

Pteeldent

HOSKINS,

time assigned to the captaincy of a
company of recruits from his native
state. He assisted In drilling them to
the best of his ability, but one afternoon, as he marched at their head up
Pennsylvania avenue, he met his Waterloo. He had been getting along
very well and was beginning to feel
quite proud of the proficiency of his
men, when be suddenly realised that
the coping and fenoe extending south
from the treasury building was right
in his forward patch. He could not
think of the order which would swing
his command Into Fifteenth street,
and thereby avoid the obstacle. Nearer and nearer the company approach- -

Cashier.

nt

LAS VEXAS

Tnn or Tubes

ForMicliQlin ami all otWEnwlopes
The majority of

Ls Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

4
motor-is- ts

throughout the world
are satisfied users of
Michelin Inner Tubes.

Wm. G. Haydoo
0. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Psvid on Deposits

They are the best judges.
Ash them.
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"I am now, and have been ever
since we began to use Grape-Nut- s
fnod. nble to do all my own work.
The dyapepsia, headaches, nervous
ness and rheumatism which used to
ArivA me fairly wild, have
entirely
disappeared:
"My husband finds that in the night
work in which he is engaged, Grape-Mut- a
fond Rimnlies him the most
wholesome, strengthening and satis
tying lunoh he ever took with him.'
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek. Mich.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a rea
son."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

Critical Moment.
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
At the beginning of the Civil war
Our famous brand of Ssherwood Eye
men who knew little about military
whiskey, properly aged and carefully tactics Were sometimes
temporarily in
of the one
demand
exact
fills
the
kept,
command of small bodies of the troops
family
the
in
who wishes a supply
will which flocked into Washington, and it
sideboard. Tour telephone order
Is said that Senator Henry WUson of
be filled promptly and satisfaction Massachusetts, afterward
Caliof the United States, was for a
A full line of finest
guaranteed.
fornia wines are also directad to your
T.
attention. The Opera war, Charles
Main
Telephone
Farley, proprietor.

FIVE

1912.

son.
If the national

MICHELIN

boy arlved.
vears ago, I was very munch run
down and nervous, suffering from in
digestion and almost continuous head
aclios. I was not able to attend to
mv ordinary domestic duties and was
so nervous that. I could scarcely con
trol myself. Under advice I took to
Grape-Nut-

29,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

kid- physician.
Is not
The
"When our yougest
ney ailments and irregularities.
Pills will

prompt use of Foley Xidney
heal
dispel backache and rheumatism,
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
kidnevs, restore normal action, and
with it health and strength. Mrs. M1
p., says:
F Kpalsbury, sterling,
suffered great pain in my back and
and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, my
could not raise my hands over Kidhead But two bottles of Foley
O. G. Schaefer
ney Pills cured me." Co.
and Red Cross Drug

in 1906, won the Fairmount Park race
in 1908, won the Red lands hill climb
course which
in 1910, over a
rise a mile In the 16 and averaged
He also won the
65 miles an hour.

BERT DINGLEY TO

PERSONALS

The PrescrlptioDist

FEBRUARY

S

look (or
thU

on leading

gvt

sit

IN STOCK BY
I as Vegas Auto & Mch. Company
E4ST LAS VEGAS

ADVERTISED GOODS

$18.30 in
TT- Q-

EL

PASO
CONVENTION

ACCOUNT PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S

Tickets on Sale March 3, 4
GOOD FOR RETURN

UNTIL

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

&

5th.

MARCH 11th.

D. L. BATGHELOR,

Agent.

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He cah be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his gfttads to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will -- not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of tmadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

1
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LAST APPEARANCE OF RACHEL
IN MEMORY OF JOHN BUNYAN

Death of Great Frwwh Aotraaa Du
to Brother Maxtor Stroke
of Economy,

Ornate Window

Placed In WestminAbbey Deplete Scenes From
"The Pllflrim'a Progress."

ster

The greatest tragic actress that
pmnce ever produced was Rachel.
Her last appearance In New York waa
Da NoTember 17, 186, at Trlpler
hail,
as Phedr In "Le Molnean de Lesbie."
"While playing at the Walnut
Street toaster, Philadelphia, an incident occurred that was the cause of
bar death. It was an extremely cold
sight, and between the acts Rachel,

THURSDAY,

STRANG: BIRDS FOUND SHOW KINDLY FEELING
SMITHSONIAN
NORTHWE8T

INSTITUTION

OETS

COLLECTION.

2,
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ENGLISHMEN
MAKE
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RESTAURANT AND

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

WANT

Two
hundred and twenty-thre- e
years after the death of the famous Work New North American Territory Resldento of Hlngham Have Sent Old
Ethnologists Also Follow Span-lardtinker of Bedford all ornate window In
Stepping Stone to Massachusetts
his memory has just been placed In
Footsteps and Discover
Namesake Presented by the,
Ancient Marks In New Mexico.
Westminster Abbey. Naturally It deBritish Ambassador.
picts scenes from the "Pilgrim's
Progress," the chief episodes IllusThe Smithsonian party which ac-- i
The old stepping stone which for
trated being:
companled Dr. O. A. Wheeler, presi 700 years stood In the public square
Christian's meeting with Evangelist
dent of the at Hlngham, England, was presented
Instead of going to her dressing-rooHis admittance at the Wicket Gate.
or green room, where a Are. rendered
Alpine club of to Hlngham, In this state, on behalf
His deliverance from the burden of
It pleasant and comfortable, sat beCanada on of the citizens ot the English village RATES FOR
CLASSIFIED
his topographADVERtide a small table placed near the sin at the foot of the Cross.
by James Bryce, the English ambas-- I
Piety. Prudence and Charity haric survey of sador, the Springfield (Mass.) Repub- TISEMENTS
prompter's seat On the table she had
him with armor.
the British Columbia and Alberta llcan says. The stone Is to be used Five cents per line each Insertion.
placed several wax candles, the book nessing with
Apollyon.
Fight
of the play and some papers. There
boundary line and the Mount Robson as a corner stone for a bell tower to Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
Vanity Fair.
In the extreme cold, with but a
region, recently returned to Washing-ion- . commemorate the landing at Hing--j No ad to
slight
occupy less space than two
Crossing the river to the Celestial
ham 275 years ago of a band of pll- covering, sat this fragile, classic form,
All
line.
advertlasment
lYInorham
ITnvlaTllI
City.
irrtnic
frrm
N. Hollister, naturalist In charge of
charged
the cold air rushing down, around and
Round the center panels, which are the party, is elated over the success of
Mr. Bryce said that he was glad to win be booked at apace actually set,
about her, chilling with its icy influence even those who were seated In 20 feet high and Fix feet In width, run tne expedition, and states that the be privileged to express on behalf of without regard to number of words.
the parquet. Raphael Felix, Rachel's a series of vignettes representing new collection Is quite complete and the people of old Hlngham in Eng- Cash in advance preferred.
In the allegory, the first covers practically all the birds and land, whence came the settlers of the
brother, had taken the theater In Its minor scenes
of course, being Pilgrim's wife and animals inhabiting this previously
new Hlngham here, the sentiments
or
all
the
expenses
entirety, assuming
to dissuade him from
territory. The party was a with which they had sent this stone
heating and lighting, and he thought family trying
tt probably a master stroke of econ- making the journey. The headlight small one, consisting of four members, from their village green to the dea portrait of Bunyan, and at including Mr. Hollister, assistant cura- scendants of their common Norfolk
omy to suppress the furnace fires, or contains
the base of the window Is the Inscrip tor of mammals, and J. H. Riley of the ancestors. Used as a mounting block
not
he
his
did
trouble
head
possibly
of John Bunyan: B. division of birds in the national mu- for riders In the old country, It spoke
about them. But Rachel awoke the tion, "In memory
1688.
1628.
D.
The
Pilgrim's Prog- seum.
of a time when riding on horseback
next morning gasping with pneuress."
Assembling at Edmonton, Alberta, was practically the only means of
monia, and Raphael's saving In fuel
The window is in the west aisle of the party proceeded on the Grand travel. It spoke not only of Its origin,
resulted in the untimely death of his
the
north transept. Altogether the Trunk railroad to the end of the line, but of all the changes that had passed
Rachel
sailed
for
sister.
great
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
1,200, raised by where they found It necessary to take In 300 years and of the warm good
Charleston, S. C, where she was able memorial has cost
pack horses to penetrate the Mount will and affection which those of the
to give one performance, December lovers of the "Pilgrim's Progress,"
carRobson region.
The land to be sur- old town felt for those of the new
'17, 1855, and It was her last appear but the project has chiefly been
ried on by the exertions and liberality veyed included
the territory lying town after all that lapse of time.
ence on any stage. She acted
Looking through the list of settlers
Lecouvreur. From Charleston of the Baptist denomination, on whose about this mountain in the heart of
behalf Dr. Clifford will formally hand the Canadian Rockies, comprising the who had crossed the sea to this Mas- WANTED Girl IB or 16 years old, to
he went with her company to
over the window to the dean and niost rugged and broken country imagcare for boy, 3 years old, from 1 n.
sachusetts town In 1633 to 1639, he
expecting she would be well
London Dally inable. Amidst this wonderful scenery found many of the best known New
of
the
abbey.
m. to 10 p. m. Apply Potter's Candy
chapter
to
did.
never
she
bat
act,
Day
nough
Mount Robson rises in titanic outline, England names. Among them was one
store.
y day she grew weaker, until at last, News.
the highest peak in the Rockies, prob- name especially Interesting, because
ndlng that It was useless to prolong
ably between 14,500 and 15,000 feet Its bearer la believed to have been
he struggle, she returned to Europe, HAD LOST HIS FINGER-STAL- L
high, and surrounding It for a dis- the ancestor of the greatest Ameriok up her abode at the Villa Harden
tance of 50 miles In all directions can of the nineteenth century, Abrat Cannes, France, where she died, al
Little Mishap That Befell Frank Mar lies the field of the survey.
ham Lincoln. There was, however, FOR RENT One of the best residen
ost alone, January 6, 1858."
shall While He Was Making
In this wild and unclaimed country something more and something deepces In old town. One block to Plaza
Delicious Salads.
the party of naturalists remained near- er than a mere continuity of families.
high healthy rooms, warm in winter,
ly four months, protected by special There was a continuity of Institutions
PONT KNOW OWN SLANG
nice and cool In summer. The In
In his "Random Reminiscences" permits from the Canadian govern- and traditions.
vestment and Agency Corporation
"The settlers," said Mr. Bryce, "who
Mack the Mick Returns Highly Dis- Mr. Charles Brookfield tells an amus- ment The natural history work was
ing story of an actor friend, Frank divided, Mr. Hollister and Mr. Riley came from Norfolk to Massachusetts
gusted With HI Experience
Marshall, an exceedingly popular and collecting the birds and small animals, bay to escape the oppressive rule of FOR RENT 5 room house on hill.
Among the Britishers.
accomplished member of the profes- while the other collectors hunted big King Charles I. and Archbishop Laud,
electric lights, good location, rent
"Chee," said Mack the Mick, as he sion, who had lost a finger in early game. The collection includes some brought with them Ideas and beliefs
Phone Purple 5301 or Westcheap.
wore
kid
finger-sta- ll
who
a
and
life,
900 specimens of birds and mammals, and habits
Disembarked from the second cabin
already deeply rooted
ern Union Telegraph company.
to
conceal
the
deficiency.
partially
from
in
the
size
of
latter
the
East
tiny
among
ranging
Englishmen
of the Lusltanla, "dem
Anglla,
(cangway
a pretty talent for mix- mole-lik- e
creatures, called "shews," to one of the most truly Teutonic parts
delr own slang. No, aey Marshall hadand
one
the
at
salads,
ing
of
evening
fullgrown caribous and bears.
England. The love of freedom in FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
don't. Straight!
921 Lincoln avenue.
I
One enormous grizzly bear was ob the state, the love of freedom in re"I took In delr law courts one day Sheridan club, as his friends dropped
in to dine, they noticed him preparing tained by a fortunate shot. Much fine ligion, the sense of duty to God and
In Lunnon. Chee I dey didn't know
one of the delicious salads of which material for exhibition groups was se- to conscience. It was for the sake
what a toff was dere. Toff delr own
he alone seemed to know the secret cured, Including a series of caribou, of these things that they left their
mind
and
know
didn't
ye
nlang,
dey
Immediately there were cries of mountain' goats, mountain sheep, quiet Norfolk homes to face the stern
it! straight! Cheat
"A custer dat'a a huckster he sea, "Frank, make me one at the same beavers and many varieties of smaller winters of a new and almost unknown FOR SALE 50 large laying hens, also
30
lurked unfriers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
r ez he, dat a guy wot he'd swiped waa time;" and "Oh, Frank, make enough animals. Besides birds and mammals, bind, in whose forests
for me, too," and, beaming with satis- large numbers of plants and Insects known dangers from wild beasts and
Phone Main 292.
B toff.
at the compliment to his skill, were collected. All the specimens have wild men. And It was on the founda"Wot's a toftr says his nibs, de faction
Frank called for more lettuces, chives, been turned over to the national mu- tion of these principles that they built NEW
head jedge.
PIANO, for sale cheap. Would
and other ingredients. And seum and when the collection Is up their Institutions here, set up
" 'A toff,'
say a lawyer, Ms a guy tarragon
rent
to right party. Address Box
on
had
when
he
herb?
be
ot
his
It
their
worked
uri
towns,
up
jkrlU
chopped
put
parts
legislated
wot wear fine close, yer honor. But.
291, City.
into minute fragment and mtxel hi a exhibition?
in the general court of their
toff
a
a
is
a
real
gent,
yer honor,
salad in his own way everyone was
F. W. Hodge, ethnologist in charge
colony and In due time Joined
gent.'
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
of the bureau of American ethnology in framing the constitution of their FOR
" 'Why, I fought,' says another law- delighted.
A few more neighbors begged foi of the Smithsonian institution, has re- state and of the federal republic.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
yer , 'dat a toff was a bloke wot wore
"That the American people have
stray, leaves, and finally one enthusi- turned to Washington from an expedifilled till July I. Mrs. M. E. Stevan eyeglass.'
"Den de head Jedge he dropped his astic gourmand wiped the bowl round tion to New Mexico, conducted unaer grown to a greatness and prosperity
ens,
Humboldt, Kan.
who
with a ball of bread, and turned up the joint auspices of the bureau and undreamed of by the little band
pwn eyeglass outer his eye and he his eyes in ecstasy
as he gulped the School of American Archaeology came from Old Hlngham nearly three
Says:
the savory morsel. But the face at Santa Fe. Eairly in September Mr. centuries ago is due partly to the FOR SALEChoice setting Plymouth
"'O' course, dough dere's many down
Rock and- White Wyandotte eggs.
of the founder of the feast wore a Hodge proceeded to El Morro, or In- sturdy spirit of the old race, but largeexceptions to de rule.'
1030 Fifth street. Oscar E. Burch.
New Mex- ly also to the faith that has never
western
in
troubled
Rock,
expression.
scription
"Den dey aE laughed, but flew de
assistance of faltered in the principles and belief
the
"What's
asked
with
the
ico,
where,
Frank,
matter,
fccop disgusted.
Jesse L. Nusbaum of the School of which the early settlers of the Bay
" 'Lawyers! says I to meself. 'And one of his friends.
"Oh, nothing," replied Frank, peer- American Archaeology, paper Impres- state brought with them, and in their
tiey dunno delr own slanguage!'"
ing round the polished bowl, "only-o-nly sions and photographs of the inscrip- loyalty to which they and their descendants have never faltered. The LOST Between Sixth and Pecos
I seem to have lost my finger- tions on the rock were made.
street, silver watch with black fob
stall!"
Leaders at Harvard.
El Morro is an enormous sandstone history of American freedom Is a conand gold buckle. Return to Optic
rock rising a couple of hundred feet tinuation of the history of English
'Was at one time a popular be- had much foundation
out of the plain, and eroded in such freedom and both countries have alike
and receive reward.
To the Manner Born.
te affairs in Harvard
fantastic forms as to give it the ap- given an example to the world ot
Max Muller, the famous Sanskrit pearance of a great castle, hence its what these principles can accomected and controlled
WORKING HOURS OF WOMEN
came from Boston,
scholar, was fond of recalling that he Spanish name. A small spring former- plish."
cona
have been the facts had once seen Queen Victoria and the ly existing at the rock made it
Beveral States Have Passed Law
venient place for the Spanish explorers
by, a glance at the Empress Eugenie enter a Paris theaA "Typical" Russian 8cene.
Limiting Them to Sixty Hour
elected from time to ter together. The audience cheered of the seventeenth and eighteenth cenour feet, moored to one of the
or Less a Week.
At
"
"cas-of
face
Itself
Prothe
and
smooth
but
the
what
Interested
resent undergraduates
hoarse;
turies,
was
flat
of
the
a
supports
bridge,
to
It
the
receive
the Boston men have fessor Muller was the contrast in the tie" well adapted
and on it a soldier, in a black
During their last session the legislaf the positions of trust conduct of the two royalties.
Inscriptions of the conquerors of that barge,
tunic and high boots, was washing tures of several states passed new
bowed
answer
Both
in
to
the
period.
plaudearly
llty.
his linen himself; he must - have laws regulating the number of work-to- g
of the sophomore class its, and then sat down; but whereas
The earliest inscription, ant. his- climbed
down the bridge to get there.
hours for women. South Carolina
is
that
officers the other day. Eugenie glanced behind her, much torically the most important,
There was not a sound In the air, passed a law limiting them to 60 per
r
a man as you or I would do, to make sure of of Juan de Onate, colonizer of New
the splash made by the wash- week In mercantile honses and the
Ore, and their secretary. the chair being there to receive her, Mexico and the founder of the city ot except
which there are eo
s Buffalo for his home. Victoria kept her eyes to the front, Santa Fe In 1606. It was in this year ing. And then from the plain, dusty, textile Inmills, ofstate.
the
a
many
whole
road
line
carts
of
flat
rutty
Morro
and
of the Junior class is and took the chair for granted.
that Onate visited El
In Ohio and Massachusetts a
rom Denver, Colo.; the
That was the difference between carved this inscription on his return creaked along, one in front of the
ent from New York, and the being born Into the purple and mar- from a trip to the head of the Gulf of other, five of the foremost being with- bill bill has tobeen enacted. The Ohio
out drivers; all of these carts were
applies
everything excepting
California.
easurer from Santa Bar-- rying Into It. Youth's Companion.
hotels
mercantile establishments.
19
other Spanish inscrip- full of sacks. Alongside of the sixth Utah and Missouri
There are
have also passed
and
owner, a bearded peasant,
tions of almost equal importance, walked the
dressed In a brown leather and very nine-holaws, says Health Culture.
among them that of Don Diego de
law which the legislacoat lined with
And The ten-hoVargas, who, In 1692, reconquered the dirty now and then hesheepskin.
ture of Illinois enacted In 1909 is enInfluenced
the
every
after
their
Indians
rebellion
Pueblo
march of the line of carts by shout- larged so as to Include practically
against Spanish authority in 1680. The
a word or two to
Not every kind of establishment where
paper impressions, or "squeezes," have ing after this the linetheof horses.
carts cross- women are employed.
been transferred to the national mu- long
Wisconsin has established a
ed the bridge and turned Into the
seum, where plaster casts shortly will
and
week, excepting night work,
the
town,
in
died
away
creaking
for
be made of them
permanent pres- the
TAILOR FOR MEN
distance; the laiy stillness fell which is less. Minnesota has strengthervation.
r
law by extending the
upon the place once more; and so ened its
Although El Morro has been made a
was that stillness that the penalty for violation so as to Include
great
monument
of
national
by proclamation
te
whole landscape seemed like a colored manufacturing and mechanical estabEverything Made at Home. Stylish and
the president, there is no local custo- slide of
a magic lantern. Maurice lishments. The states of Washington
dian, consequently the rock Is exposed
and California have passed eight-hou- r
Baring's In "The Russian People."
the
so
and
to
vandalism,
Inscriptions,
Your
and
in
Cleaning
Bring
Pressing
day laws for women. The law of
to
the
of
the
early
history
important
Washington applies to the usual merever
are
threatened
with
southwest,
the Absent.
Remembering
and mechanical establishcantile
destruction by the thoughtless visitors,
"I guess I'm getting into this social
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
launwho scratch their own insignificant game all right," said Mr. Cumrox. ments, restaurants, hotels and
dries, but the California act applies
names in dangerous proximity to these "Be polite and courteous,
yet formal. also to telegraph, telephone, express
old records of earfy exploration.
That's the idea."
end transportation offices.
Dr.
Mr. Hodge later Joined
Edgar L.
"What have you been dolngr inHewett, director of the School ot quired his wife, sharply.
American Archaeology, on an expedi"You know them people who sent
His Connections.
tion to the Jemez valley, about sixty-fiv- e regrets because they couldn't come
The office boy for one of the largest
20 per 10S lb.
240S Id, or More, Basil Delivery
miles northwest of Albuquerque, to our
party?"
financial houses in New York recently
where excavations were conducted In
tSs per 100 lb.
,m Ike. to MM fcbe lash Delivery
JYes."
found a package of valuable papers.
a
of
stone
ruins
large
the
Bach
SOo
pueblo
.
to
100
lb
1,000 Iba,
200 Ike.
Delivery
"Well, after I saw the party I sat
per
He promptly returned the property
which
as
measAmoxiumqua,
known
down and sent 'em congratulations." to
Each Delivery
SO lb, to 200 It.,
40e per 10t lb.
its owner and was told he would
1,100 by 600 feet and is
about
ures
SO
BSs per 100 lb.
L
Than
be sent a suitable reward.
lb. Each Delivery
situated on a mesa rising 1,800 feet
"And, by the way," said the grate
Proof.
above Jemez river.
"Our neighbor has a great deal of ful owner, "shall I send It to you, cars
This pueblo was occupied from pre1" mentioning the name of the
of
historic times to the year 1622, when, push about him, hasn't he?"
"1 should
say he has. He has firm.
according to early Spanish records, it
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
"Naw," said the boy; "send it cars
was abandoned on account of the dep- enough to get through the crowd of
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Of the Daring Dozen Social club. No,
of
the
redations
on
Indian.
car
secure
women
the
to
Navajo
getting
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
- East Fourteenth street"
one ot the front seats."
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Regular com-

8. P. 0. ELKS Meet eecoi
fourth Tuesday evening of!
munication first and
month at O. R.
hall.
VirftiU
third Thursday In each
brothers are cordially InvrteflBe
if Hunker, Exalted Ruler;
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
Condon, Secretary.
N. O. Herman, W.
if.; D. R. Murray.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS,
Secretary.
. NO. 804.
Meet second
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
SS
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
building. Visiting member
Reg
dially invited. W. R. Tipton,
yjflnfcuiar conclave second Tues-daE. P. Mackrl, F. 8
in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tantme. Re MODERN WOODMEN OF Al
Meet In the forest of br
corder.
love at Woodmen of the
hall, on the second and four
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m.
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
tion first Monday in each
lng neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
m.
M.
at
R.
7:80
ple,
p.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brinegar, Secretary.
DENTISTS.

a

.

y

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 829, 120
Secretary.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Ha phoas
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

Grand avenue.

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL

DORADO

KNIGHT8

LODGE

t,
OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday evening In Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
NO.

I

as

Attorneys
Vegas,

&

HUNKER

Cheater

at

A.

Hunk

Law.
New Moxl

PHYSICIANS

H. W. HOUF, D. 0., M. D.
E. Liebsoh- Physician and Surgeon
nler. Chancellor
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander. Harry
a
make
nose
of
an
ear,
eye,
specialty
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Reatdarace:
706 Sixth Street
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary ;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EAST BOUND
Arrive
Began
No. 2
9:15 p. av
9:10 p. m.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No. 4
11:06 p m
11:10 p. avf
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
a. m
No. 8
1:25 a. B
1:16
Tuesday of the month in the ventry No. 10
1:45 p. m.
2:10 p. m
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WE8T BOUND
Isaac Appel,
corK:.lly invited
No. 1
1:45 p. b
1:20 p. m
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
C:15 p. nu
No. 3
6:10 a m.
retary.
4:50 p. ro
No. 7
4:40 p. m
7:00 p. m
No. 9
6:35 p. m
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David That
was the case with Mrs. W. S
Flint, chief of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife wan
of wampum
taken down with a sever attack of
Visiting brother
which run into bronchitis. She
velcome.
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Compound gavj her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
O. G. Schae-fe- r
their hail on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." Co.
and Red Cross Drug
atbrethren
Invited
to
ing
cordially
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

IChas.

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

CHAS. LEWIS

ten-hou-

Up-to-da-

RETAIL PRICES

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

,

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom amons;
all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
things worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in thisnewspapei,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of thing's, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LA 8 VEGA8

DAILY OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

29,

1812.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

IE

The Optic's Job Department is Equipped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them

The Optic Can Furnish it,

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?

Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?

The Optic is Prepared to do Book

The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

E
E

The

and Loose Leaf Books Can

That

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

Jt

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial

Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

2

2

3
3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.
'

t

'

1
i.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM

2.

I

EIGHT

LAS

J

FISH
20ots

Bank Stocks, Absolutely Boneless
Fancy Stock in 2 lb (when packed) slide Wood Box,
Per Box,
Bank Brick Cod Good Stock
1 lb Brick (when packed)
2 lb Brick (when packed)
Fancy Smoked Bloaters, each

OBo

Norweigan Anchovies per lb,

tBo

32o

to
2to
9

...

Marinette Spiced Herring,

05c

Ready to serve, each,
AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR CASH
AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR

LESS

AT

STORE THAT'S

r

J

-

lb Brick (when packed) for

THE

29, 1912.

LOCAL NEWS

Absolutely Boneless, Extra Georges Cod
1 --

FEBRUARY

Several of the professional and
amateur photographers have secured MXORMICK ON GOOD
some fine pictures of scenes in Las
Vegas the morning after the big snow
TERMS
I
'
storm. Thomas Lamb, an adept with
dram of Old Taylor bourbon the kodak, has had excellent results.
Tty
His views show the depth of the snow THE CHIEF AND HIS LIEUTENANT
at the Opera Bar.
and give an idea of the heaviness of
DID NOT DISAGREE, AS WAS
For painting and paperhanging, see the snowfalL
RUMORED
Davis, 414 Columbia. Phone Main 357.
Under the management of Hepner
New York, Feb. 29. Medlll McCor-micOne lot negligee shirts, worth 60c and Barnes the Merchants' Cafe will
of Chicago, who has been manto 75c sale price 39c.
Graaf Dry be reopened Sunday. Both men are
the Roosevelt headquarters In
busiaging
restaurant
Goods Co.
experienced in the
ness. They will serve regular din- Washington, was on hand when Theor
Wafa ted Good
girl for general ner at miday for 35 cents. Other dore Roosevelt reached his office,
housework. Mrs. E. R. Russell, 821 meals will be a la carte. Turkey din- 'prepared for an all day discussion of
Eleventh street.
Mr. McCor-micner will be served at 11 o'clock Sun- the political situation.
denied
statement
the
that he
day morning.
One lot stiff bosom shirts, sizes 14
had come over from Washington beto 17 worth $1.15, sale price 70c. Graaf
From various parts of the state cause of a misunderstanding.
Dry Goods Co.
It has been said that he was dishave come reports of persons being
to death during the recent appointed when Mr. Roosevelt stated
frozen
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
snow storm and blizzard. The reports that he favored the selection of SenIn the wood.
Direct from distillery
are coming in slowly, owing to the ator Dixon of Montana, as the nato you. At the Lobby, of course.
heavy roads. Joe Sarcy, aged 12, was tional manager for the movement. Mr.
frozen to death near Melrose while McCormick said he was a good sol
One lot pleated
bosom shirts, ata team attached to a load of dier in the Roosevelt fight, and made
driving
tached cuffs, worth $1.50 sale price
hay. The horses also perished. Three it clear that he had not insisted on
85c.
Graaf Dry Goods Co.
sheepherders and their flocks, belong being placed In entire charge.
"For ten days," he said, "I have
Jack Mackel, the young son of Mr. ing to Dick DeGraftenreid, well
done
known
have
are
everything possible to induce
mlBsing
and
here,
and Mrs. Ernest Mackel, Is suffering
Dlxon for the nomination.
Senator
not
in
found.
been
Near
Folsom
from a slight attack of pneumonia
at the home of his parents on Grand Union county Mrs, Manuel Sandoval Other friends of Mr. Roosevelt have
seen Senator Dixon for the same
avenue. His condition is thought not and her child were frozen to death.
purpose and I hope that he may de
to be serious.
The students of the New Mexico cide to undertake the work, although
the it means a very great sacrifice for.
C. D. Windsor has applied at the Normal University are enjoying
him. The statement that I was put
county clerk's office for $8 as bounty exquisite pleasure of final examina1
out
tions
for
will
the
winter
which
singularly "silly."
term,
on four coyotes killed by him near
Mr.
come
Roosevelt himself said he
to an end tomorrow. The stuthe insane asylum. A. R. Shuppe
has applied for $6 bounty for three dents will be given a vacation until could say nothing.
coyotes killed near Las Vegas, and March 4, when the spring term will
The enrollment for the
Cleofes Rail has applied for $4 boun commence.
By using every possible effort we
spring term is expected to be heavy have secured Joe everybody knows
ty on coyotes killed In Precinct 39.
as many persons who have been him one of Harvey's best chefs, and
Charles Doll, better known as "Duf- teaching country schools will enter will furnish the best 25c meal in the
fy," has received a request from the Normal for additional work. Al city. The clean place White Kitchen.
Presient Madero of Mexico, through ready preparations are being made
one of the lather's officials, to present for the summer school and there is
If you want to get the want you
himself in Mexico to take a position every indication that it will be large- want to
get, you want to get your
in the regular army and assist in ly attended by students from all parts
want in a want getter. The Optic
putting down the rebels. Doll fought of the state.
wants you to get the want you want
with Madero when the present presi
to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
being
Regarding the experiments
dent's troops were regarded as reb
els and were engaged in putting DIaj made with adulterated foods at the
out of business. Doll says he wIT. Normal University J. C. Baker, pro- THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
not go to receive his commission as fessor of science at the school, has
a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesdefrom
received
Children,
the
health
Inquiries
he did not receive the pay promised
Headache, Bad Stomach,
partment of the state of Colorado.
him for his former services.
The principal inquiry was in regard Teething Disorders, move and reguMen In the county sheriff's office to the recent announcement of the late the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
are much concerned about the safety Normal that borax had been found in They break up colds in 24 hours.
of Deputy Refugio Esqulbel as no the best butter on sale in the local They are so pleasant to the taste
word has been received from him markets, the Colorado authorities be- Children like them. Over 10,000 tessince he left Las Vegas Saturday ing anxious to learn if the adultera- timonials. Used by Mothers for 22
Mr. Esqulbe) tion had been found in butter shipped years. They never fall. Sold by all
morning for Gonzales.
left here before the storm reached from their state. Mr. Baker inform Druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
this section and the fear Is that he ed them that the adulteration was in Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
was overtaken by the blizzard. Es butter manufactured in San Miguel N. Y.
having
qulbel went to Qonzales to serve a county, that from Colorado
WHAT IS THE REASON
summons and snouia have returned been found pure.
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
to Las Vegas before this time. SherPROTECTION
dairy is constantly gaining new cusiff Roman Gallegos sent out a man
to Gonzales this morning to see !f Against the cold blasts that bring tomers and is holding its old patrons?
and disagreeable Because it furnishes the best, purest
any word as to Esquibel's where- pneumonia, grip
abouts could be learned. However, it colds upon their breath is afforded by and richest milk. The milk is absochamois vests and chest protectors. lutely free from contamination, it is
is probable that Deputy
Esqulbel,
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full handled in sterilized rooms by sciendeowing to the bad roads, has been
You oan be comfortable and tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
line.
in
to
the
return
layed
making
trip
from
the fear of catching cold a while and you will never change.
free
the Meadow City.
if you wear one of these handy articles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Is hereby given to all taxNotice
for
Our city will soon be
in
payers
precinct No. 29 of the
rates
will
Fire insurance. Our
depend
of
San
Miguel, that I will be In
on the condition our city presents.
605 Lincoln avenue,
be
office,
my
conIt's time to get busy. Remove
tween the hours of 8 a. m., and 5 p
breeders.
flagration
m., until the 30th day of April, 1912
CUTLER BROTHERS,
614 Lincoln Ave. to receive returns of all taxable prop
Tel. Main 124.
erty. Those failing to do so within
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMARY the specified time will be assessed
A primary of the republican voters by me according to section 4035 of the
No. 29, San Miguel coun compiled laws of 1897 and a penalty
of
by machinery-- By its ty, precinct
New Mexico, is hereby called to of 25 per cent will be imposed on
use the starch is evenly meet at the City Hall In the City of those who fall to make returns.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
and thoroughly worked Las Vegas at the hour of 8 o'clock
C:
H. TEMPLE, Deputy.
Per
on
March
for
1912,
p. m.,
1,
Friday,
into the goods and soft, the
purpose of electing eleven (11)
limpy collars are impossidelegates to the republican county
convention to be held at Las Vegas.
ble.
New Mexico, on Monday, March 4,
i
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ALWAYS

BUSY.

EGGS
GONE UP
STRICTLY FRESH

cents
35
PER. DOZEN
H. STEARNS
J. PURE
EAT
THINGS TO

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To Get Furniture

At the Lowest Possible Cost.

JHTHJEDDY

k

JUST ARRIVED
Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here
We Can Show You Any

Size or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In Button and Bals, of Bom Black and Tan.
We

are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make

And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That

of Shoes
You Can

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price

Yon

Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

FOR YOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND

SEf

THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.
MR.

MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
HaPett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

d

We are Having a Mixed car of
VV

Furniture out of Chicaeo

v"Shipped Soon, and any Special Order can Come
D
ame, at a Saving to You of
ONE-THIR-

T US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY.

I

C JOHNSEN

& Son,

NITURE AT FAXTORY PRICES.

WITH STRAIGHT

GAR LOAD FREIGHT.

WE STARCH

shape and stand up until
soiled.
This is but one of our

many good points.

Dane

THE

HOUSE OF

1912.

JAS. S. DUNCAN,

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY,

American girl for waitress. Experienced. Apply Optic of

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

We Always Have

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

WANTED
Experienced sewing girl.
Also one "or housework.
Mrs. Da
vis, 414 Columbia
WANTED

To buy, yearling or
F. J. Wesner.

steers.

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

Store

BULK AND PACKAGE SEEDS

Science of
Selling

Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabi
Bismarck Herring, in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish

OF ALL KINDS

EVERYBODY READS THE

IiS

VEGAS OPTIC

507 Sizlb Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Vigil

BOUCHER'S
121

If

FOR LENT

Mackerel

ONION SETS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

The

WANTED

P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetable

Surplus, and UndividmdIPhofits $35,000

this bank adopti every desirable method of modern
it never loses sight ol that essential
qualityi Absolute Safety

GOOD THINGS

Chairman, Precinct Committee.

fice.

QUALITY

While

COLLARS

This means that your
collar will be retain its

AT

CAPiTAL,f$l00,0O0

Farms

mm

it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

GOAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

wholesale:
and retail
h u. IV. C OND ON
ai

Subscribe for The Optic

